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ABSTRACT 

Adequate tissue oxygenation can be impaired in neonates who have under-developed lungs. . 
Systemic arterial blood oxygen saturation (SaQ) is an indicator of tissue oxygenation and its 

* 
low level can result in tissue darnage'associated with hypoxemia. Retinopathy of prematurity 

and bronchopulrnonary dysplasia are diseases associated with exposure td high inspired oxyg'en 

levels. Oxygen therapy is the administration of an airloxygen gas mixture in an effort to 
? 

regulate aaerial oqgen levels and thus control tissue oxygenation. The blood oxygen 
* -- x * 

saturath &el from a pulse oxirn&er, S p a ,  indicates SaQ and an automatic S p a  controller 
"4 

is recommended as an assistant to nursing staff. A computer driven model of the neonate's 

> 
oxygen transport system accommdatini bi-directional gas flow in the pulmonary system and d. .. 

f 

pulmnarylcardiac shunts in the circulatory s y s t e ~ k a s  developed for testing seveial 

algoriths. Programs modelling one hour of physical behaviour of three types of neonates are 

produced. Manual control is based on clinical observations and a PID controller's gain values 
P.9 

are sejected from empirical data. Two fuzzy logic based controllers are designed - non-hear 

(FL) and non-hear with artifact detection (FLA). AU four algorithms were run through the 

neonate models and distributions of time spent by the models at various S p a  levels were used 
.) 

as a comparison method. The PID algorithm provided better control than manual mode and the 

FL controller was better than both. The FLA controller was slightly better than FL control. In 

summary, a fuzzy logic controller with artifact detection provided better oxygen therapy for 

software neonatal models than standard fuzzy logic, PID or manual control. 

iii 
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Preface 

At the age of 16 my engineering career began as a millwright's helper in the sawmills of the 

Canadian westcoast. Men with' blackened sausage shaped fingers working together in harsh , 

conditions to maintain machines the size of small forests. These initial experiences led pe into 

civil and structural engineering where the scale of my projects - highways, airport runways and - 

farml&d drainage - remained relatively large. Even later, after gaduating with my electrical 

engineering degree, my first projecr involved automatic ship steering systems, 

It was not until 1989, at British Columbia's Ctuldren's Hospital, when I could hold the - 

physical scope of my work in the palm of my hand. ironically, however, the physical size of the 

focus of my efforts had reduced but the unpli&ions pf the end result had exploded. A 

, neonatologist once said to me, "I love my work, on average I get a 75 yew return on each 

investment". I believe that this quote best describes the unlimhed potential associated with 
, '  4 

assisting a new life: 



* 1.0 INTRODUCTION 

Ventilated neonates with under-developed lungs may require elevated level?%3f inspired 

oxy&n to maintain adequate tissue oxygenation. The process of administering air/ox ygen gas 
s 

J mixtures is known as oxygen therapy and this thesis is about its automation as applied to a 
I 

--- <* 

software model of the neonate. During the course of oxygen therapy, elevated levels of blood 

oxygenation, hyperoxemia, must be avoided or the risk of chronic lung disease or retinal 
9' " 

damage is increased. Low levels of blood oxygenation, hypoxemia, may lead to permanent 

brain tissue damage and, in some cases, mortahty. 

Arterial blood oxygen saturation, Saa,, represents the percent of hemoglobin bonded with 

oxygen and is an indirect indication of tissue oxygenation. The output signd from a pulse 
Q. 

onimeter. S p a .  correlates well with S a a  and is often used by clinical staff in th$process of 

oxygen therapy. Medical staff use blood gas analysis to correlate existing arterial partial 

pressures of oxygen, ,Pa% (another indicator of tissue oxygenation), to current S p a .  With ths 

information, staff must then determine a safe range of S p a ,  normoxemid, for each mfant. Once 

a safe range of S p a  Is defined, medical st& will administer a fractional inspired oxygen level, 

Fia-, using automatic or manual means. Figw*e 1 presents a generic system block diagram of 

the oxygen therapy process. Chapter 2 discusses, in d tad, the manual oxygen therapy 

procedure and its associated difficulties. 



Target Desired Actual 
Fi02 -SaOz Fi02 

b 
Controller Airlox ygen Neonate 

(manual or automatic) Blender * 

Figure 1. System Block Diagram 

SpO2 
(Observed SaOz) 

Previous attempts by the author to automate SaQ control have been impaired by the 

difficulties associated with co-ordinating subjects, parental consent, nursery and technical staff. 

Actual 

Another problem associated with clinical trials Is  the inability of the controller to stress test 

Pulse 
Oximeter 

itself with live patients. Figure 2 k asimplified diagram of the neonatal oxygen transport system 
x' 

and a computer model of it is proposed in Chapter 3 as a means of alleviating these problems. . 
f - 

Commercial software was used to implement the model for a personal computer. A four 

SaOz 
4 

compartynt adult respiratory model which accommodated bi-directional gas flow was 

developed. The adult cardiovmxh- system was designed with 1 1  mixing and four delay 
* 

compartments. These two models were linked together to produce an adult model of the 

oxygen transport system and output values for the partial pressure of oxygen in the alveoli 

(PA@) and SaQ were validated with current physiological data. 
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Figure 2. Oxygen Transport System - solid arrows rqv-esent oxygetzflow. 

The adult model was then adapted to represent a neonate using a combination of 

physiological scaling (dometric) equations ahd empirical data for its parameters. Dynamic 

shuntingconditions were analysed. Models of the airloxygen blender and pulse oxirneter were 

also produced. The puLw oximeter model included sensor noise and motion disturbances that 



i 4 

could be controlled by a supervisory program Models for the aidoxygen blender, neonate and 

pulse o&jer - actuator, plant and monitor r6spectively - were link& together and controlled 

by one of three superv&ory test scripts. Each script represented a one hour duration for a . 

specific type of neonate: stable but active; unstable and inactive; unstable, inactive and changing 
c. 

oxygen affinity. h 

, 

Chapter 4 describes the design and vnplernentation of four controllers - manual, proportional- 

integral-differential (PID), fuzzy logic and fuzzy logic with artifact detection. Manual inode 

attempts to keep the neonatal modeb at target but more emphasis is often placed by clinical 

staff on keeping the patient within normoxernia. The other control algorithms attempt to hold - 

the models to a specific target point. 

The results from each controller 

compared and discussed in Chapter 

applied to each type of neonatal 
- A 

5. Target performance is defined 

model are presented, 

as the percentage of 

experiment duration spent at +I: 0.5% SpQ of target and +/- 1.5% SpQ of target. 

Normoxemic performance is defined as the percentage of experiment duration spent within 

normoxernia (90% to 95% S p a ) .  Summary and conclusions are presented in Chapter 6 
- ,  

followed by the appendices and ht of references. 



2.0 OXYGEN THERAPY FOR PRE-TERM INFANTS 

2.1 Introduction 

Oxygen therapy iS the process of administrating blended airloxygen gas in an effort to 

mint& a patidnt's tissue oxygenation at safe levels. The mixture of ailoxygen gas. or 

fractional inspired oxygen, F i a ,  is often manually set by clinical staff using a mechanical gas 

blender wtule a pulse oximeter output, S p a ,  is used by them to observe the'patient's systemic 

arterial blood oxygen saturation, SaQ. The reading from the puke oximeter, Spa_, correlates 

well with Sa02 which is often used as an indirect assessment of systemic arterial oxygen 

tension, PaOz. Intermittent blood gas testing is done on the patient to correlate S p a  readings 

with arterial oxygen tension and, indirectly, tissue 02ygenation. 

Preterm babies are infmts born before the normal 39 to 40 week human gestatkn-period. 

Those born before 35 weeks gestation often require oxygen therapy as a result of their under 

developed lungs. A low blood oxygen saturation level increases the mfant's risk of hypoxemia. - 

Prolonged periods of high S p a  levels (hyperoxernia) may induce complications such as retinal 

damage and chronic lung disease. Clinical staff have two problems to solve when 

administering oxygen therapy to preterm infants. The first problem is the definition of 

hypoxernia and hyperoxernia for each patient; safe upper and lower S p a  limits must be *- 

prescribed. The second problem is to keep the patient within the prescribed safe blood oxygen L/-- -  
saturation limits (normoxernia). 



Thk chapter first describes the mechanism of oxygen transport in ventilated pre-term babies. 1 ' 

Next it states how oxygen therapy is manually administered to prevent hypoxernia and 

hyperoxemia. A description of the hazards (and how each hazard occurs) associated with this 

therapy is presented. Since varying levels of inspired oxygen at constant ventilation may lead to 

physiological damage in pre-term babies, the author reviews automatic oxygen therapy as a 

means of limiting these disorders. 

b P 

Alrway Alveoli Pulmonary Vein Heart Systemic Artery Tissue 

P n 0 2  mmHg Pulmonary Artery Systernlc Veln 

I 

' 0 
. atmosphere b mitochondria 

Figute 3. Oxygen Cascade - PnO2 represents the partial pressure of oxygen ut t h ~  "rzth" 
compurtment, 11 = I to 6 .  



2.2 Oxygen Transport in Neonates 

Figure 3 is a simplified diagram of the human oxygen transport system with the removal of 

" oxygen as C02 omitted for simplicity. This oxygen cascade has been divided into six 
+ 

compartments and each drop in oxygen partial pressure represents a compartment transition. 

Airway 

Compartment 1 conskts of the mouth, endotracheal tube and bronchial tubes where Pi02 , 

P 

the partial pressure of inspired oxygen, is usually about 150 mmHg for an F i a  of 0.2 1 (normal 

room air). The F i a  level can be related to the partial pressure of inspired oxygen as a function 

of the barometric pressure (PB) and partial pressure of water (PH?O) as follows: 

Pi@ = (% FiaJ 100) * (PB - PKO) 

Alveoli 

The second compartment is made up bf the alveoli where oxygen pressure (PA@) is usually 

about 50 mmHg lower than the previous compartment due to the diffusion of oxygen into the 

blood and the additional partial pressure of C@ returning from the tissue. Oxygen diffuses 

through the alveoli membrane into the next comp&ment since the pulmonary capillary blood 

contairis a lower oxygen partlal pressure. 



Capillaries and Pulmonary Venous Blood 

Tissue capillaries surrounding the alveoli make up the third compartment. Oxygen is present 

in the blood in two forms - di.solved in the plasma and erythrocyte water and reversibly bound 

to hemoglobin molecules. The amount of oxygen dissolved in tk blood is directly proportional 

to its partial pressure, PQ, but is relatively small because oxygen is relatively insoluble in 

water. Most oxygen' is bound to hemogIobin in the capillary blood as a function of the partial 

pressure of oxygen. As pulmonary arterial blood flows through the lung c a p h e s ,  oxygen 

difhsing from the alveoli binds to capillary blood hemoglobin and is then transported to the 

pulmonary venous system and then to the left atium of the heart. 

Systemic Arterial Blood 

The next compartment consists of the systemic arterial system where blood leaves the left 

ventricle of the heart. For the sake of simplicity, it will be assumed by the author that very little , 

oxygen is lost to tissue w i t h  the pulmonary venous blood and left atrium PaQ and S a a  will 

refer to arterial oxygen tension and blood oxygen saturation respectively for the systemic 

arterial blood circulation. In the normal newborn, 98% of the oxygen in blood flowing out of 

the heart into the systemic circulation is bound to the hemoglobin. The oxygen dissolved 'ln the 

plasma and erythrocyte water has a partla1 pressure deiined as Pa@ which LS related to the 

blood (hemoglobin) oxygen saturation (SaQ) by the oxygen dissociation curve shown in 



Figure 4. The S a a  is the ratio of bound hemoglobin to total hemoglobin in the blood 
. 

represented as a pekentage. A mathematical model for this curve is (Severinghaus, 1979): 

The slope and position of the oxygen dlrsociation curve represents the aff i~~ty of oxygen to 

the blood hemoglobin. A left shifted steep curve is typical of neonates and illustrates a high 

oxygen affinity (Hay, 1979). In other words, a low P a 4  is required to h v e  the hemoglobin to 

saturation. Thrq feature is very appropriate at the lung compartment, but not necessarily so at 

the tissue. When the oxygenated blood reaches the tissue, must be unloaded and a right 

shrfted, less steep curve would be better suited. In other words, a lower HbO- f i t y  at the 

tissue would m a n  that at relatively high P a 4  values 4 would be released. The dashed Line in 

Figure 4 illustrates an S a 4  value of 97% for neonates, or adults, with a of I o() mrnHg. 

Neonate blood is rnade up of fetal hemoglobin (HbF) until about eight weeks of gestation 

when adult hemoglobin (HbA) appears (Wood, 1973). At 30 weeks gestation the change to 

HbA from HbF accelerates. For adult hemoglobin the oxygen dissociation curve can be 

affected by several factors such as temperature. blood pH and 2.3-diphosphoglycerate (DPG) 

concentration. A right shift can be the result of an increased temperature, increased 2,3-DPG 

concentration or a decrease in pH. However, in preterm mfants, research has shown that pH 



and 2-3 DPG have little direct affect on the dissociation &me but the percentage of HbA dm 

(Bard, 1979). 8 

%Hb Saturation 
100 - 

Figure 4. Oxygen Dissociation Curve 

Tissue and Mitochondria 

As arterial blood enters capillaries surrounded by tissue with low interstitial fluid P a  (as a 
P 

result of oxygen consumption), oxygen dissolved in the blood plasma enters the t i w e  resulting 

in a drop in the plasma PQ. This drop in pressure results in a dfision of Q out of the 
' .  

- erythrocyte which in turn results in the release of a_ bound to hemoglobin as a function of the 



oxygen dissociation curve. The oxygen that diffused info the interstitial fluid moves into cells e 

i\. 
pi 

along a concentration gradient generated by cellular oxygen consumption. 

7 

Even with a high H b Q  affinity, oxygen is still released fi-om the hemoglobin because of the 

presence of CD;! at the tissue. The Hb-CQ affinity is much higher than that of HbQ and since 

there is a large C& partial pressure gradient betwe& the erythrocyte water and the plasma at 

the tissue, the CO? successfully competes with the oxygen for hemoglobin binding sites. Thus 

f the CQ returning from the tissue helps drive some of the.oxygen from the hemoglobin and into 

the blood plasma at the capillaries. In neonates, the blood returning from this compartment 

usually has a saturation level of about 75% (Dudell, 1990), but t h  value is a function of the 

infant's dissociation curve. In other words, an SvQ of 75% may be associated with a 40 " 

rnrnHg PvO: (partial pressure of oxygen in the systemic venous blood) for one curve, while on 

mother more left shifted curve, the same Pv@ may represent 85% SvQ. 

4 - -* 
2.3 Complications As;jociated with Oxygen Therapy 

The physiology of the preterm infant changes from week to week. For example, lung 

development is not complete until about 35 weeks gestation and retinal development continues 

until after birth. This section will dkuss  complications that can affect the neonate's oxygen 

transport system. 



- c 12 

-- Apnea 

Sporadic and prolonged periods of breathing inactivity are defined as apneic spells and are 

most common in preterm infants. Factors associated with apneic spells are hypoxia, rapid eye 

movement (REM) sleep, absence of core-skm temperature difference, upper d a y  

obstruction, inadequate nutrition, fatigue and gastroesophageal reflux (Avery, *1984). Since 

apnea is the cessation of breathing it has a major affect on Sa@ if the neonate is not - 
mechanically ventilated. Without a source of oxygen, the tissue P& will drop very quickly. 

Sinus Bradycardia 

Irregular or low heart rate (< 10t) BPM) will slow blood circulation and thus reduce Q 
* 

delivefy. About 35% of premature 'mfaants display bradycardiac dysrythrnias (Fanaroff, 1983, 

p.576). An irregular heart rate may aL5o have a detrimental effect on some monitoring 

mstrurnerttation. Sinus bradycardia is associated with defecation, yawning, hiccuping and 

5 

nasopharyngeal stimulation but is most likely due to the immaturity of the autonomic nervous 

system and increased vagal tone (Freed, 1984). Episodes of bradycardia have a profound effect 

on tissue oxygen levels, but the reverse is not necessarily true. 

Surfactant Levels 

Surfactant in the alveoli lowers surface tension and thus increases lung compliance. This 

allows the neonate to inspire larger volumes of gas using lower pressures. The increased 

efficiency in delivering 07- to the alveoli reduces stress on the patient. Since surfactant 



concentration levels consistent with mature lungs does not begin to appear until about 35 

3 
weeks gestation (Fanaroff, 1983, p. 134). many low, birth weight neonates have a low surfactant . 

level requiring that theyJbe mechanically ventilated using pressures that could promote lung 

damage. 

Shunt 

Two types of shunt can be considered. The first is the result of a poor match between blood 

circulation a d  ventilated areas of the lung - an area of lung with poor ventilation may have 

good circulation, or, a well ventilated lung region may have inadequate circulation. This type of , 

shunt L.* shown in Figure 3 as a pulmonary arterial-venous connection bypassing the capillaries. 

The second type of shunt is within the heart as indicated in Figure 3 between theright and left 

ventricles. Within the mother's uterous, the .neonate receives its oxyge&by sharing its 

circulatory system with the mother; oxygenated blood enters the neonate via thg uhbilical 

chord. Two cardiac right-to-left shunting mechanisms assist in moving the oxygenated blood 

through the systemic system ( S c q l l i ,  1975, p.117). These shunts through the ductus 

menosus and foramen ovale are a means ofby-passing the p&mnary circulation. During the 
h 

neonate's first breaths. . t h e  shunts begin ,to close; with eantual full closure in most infants. 

Some neonates, about 8 per 1(X)O, maintain the opening between the two hearts and thus blood 

bypasses the lungs and does not become oxygenated (Freed, 1984). In th~q condition, known as 

a right to left cardiac shunt, elevating ~ic level\ has tittle or no effect on S a a .  



Oxygen Affinity (Hb-O2 Dissociation Curve) 
I 

As stated earlier, adbit hemoglobin-a affinity is a function of temperature, blood pH and 2,3 

DPG concentration. The body temperature of neonates is usually controlled by an incubator 

and set at 37' C. A neonate's Oz affinity is a function of its HbF/HbA content and not directly 

2,3 DPG and blood pH (Bard, 1939). There is an indirect link, however, since HbA is effected 

by these factors the implication is that 2,3 DPG and pH will have an effect on oxygen aftinity as 

a function of the percentage of HbA in the fetal blood. The fetus appears to respond to 

hypoxemia by both an increase in HbF synthesis and its red cell mass thus controlling its Q 

affiruty. In the neonate, however, complications such as blood transfufjons will affect the 

percentage of HbF and HbA and thus affect the a- affiruty. 

Another problem associafed with oxygen therapy is due to the non-linear nature of the Hb@ 

dissociation curve. In other words, the relationship between the S a a  and PaQ Is not'constant 

or a straight line. As illustrated in Figure 4, the dissociation curve is steep and relatively%near 

below 40 mmHg and fiat and linear above 60 mrnHg. Between 40 and 60 mrnHg, however, the 
8 

two segments meet to form what is referred to as the "knee" of the curve. It is very dficult to 

maintain PaQ levels in an-qfant within the "knee" because any slight drop in Pa@ as a result 

of shunt, bradycardia, etc. may dnve the infant into the steep part of the curve producing large 

drops in blood oxygen saturation. 



2.4 Oxjrgen Therapy 

2.4.1 Monitoring Device 

Originally, Pa@ levels in neonates were determined by blood gas analysis. As technology 

moved along, instrumentation was developed by industry that could continuously monitor 

PaQ, and later, SaQ. Bancalari (1987) showed that there was no correlation between 

continuous monitoring and a reduction in mortality or incidence of retinopathy of prematurity 

in low biith weight mfi?.q!s - babies weighing less than or equal to 1500 grns. He and Flynn later 

showed that there was a correlation between retinopathy of prematurity (ROP) and elevated 

levels of Pa@ (Flynn and Bancalari, 1992). As a result-most, neonatal nurseries monitor mhnts 

on supplemental oxygen with continuous Pa@ or SaQ instruments and intermittent blood gas 

testing. 

There is little in the literature to describe an oxygen therapy procedure besides indicating safe 

ranges of Pa@. Generally, an optimal Pa&, or indirectly, an optimal Sa02 level LS determined - 
I 

by hospital staff. A general guideline for P a Q  levels is 60-80 rnrnHg or 8545% for SaQ (Hay 

1979; American c cad em^ of Pediatrics, 1992). If Pa@ is under scrutiny, a Pa@ monitor is 

connected to the patient and alarm leveLs are set close to the desired PaQ. 

Since pulse oxirnetry is non-invasive and more immediate in nature it has become a very 

popular means of gauging Saa- by observing its S p a  reading. In most cases Spa, correlates 
2 

very well to SaQ w i t h  the range of 85% to 95% (Praud, 1989; Bucher 1989). Tlus area is 



usually the range of interest with regards to maintaining stable levels of Sa@ within the patient. 

Like the PaQ monitor, the pulse oximeter is set up to alarm outside a Speci6ed range. 

, Pulse oximeters use the properties of light absorption in oxygenated blood to determine 

, S p a .  .It is based upon the principle that oxygenated and deoxygenated hemoglobin have 

different absorption spectra. The deoxygenated hemoglobin absorb more light in the 600 to 

750 nm wavelength and oxygenated hemoglobin absorbs more light in the 850 to 1 0 0  nm 

band. An oximeter probe emits light at these two wavelengths through the tissue to a photo- 

detector where the light absorption by the tissue (and indirectly the hemoglobin) is measured. 

The ratio of the light absorption at the two wavelengths correlates to the proportion of 

oxygenated 'and deoxygenated hemoglobin. Their sensors are very sensitive to ambient light 

and movement which create erroneous readings known as artifact. The oximeter also 
a 

must synchronise on the patient's heartbeat since only the'light of the pulsating portion of the 

heartbeat correlates to oxygen saturation; a poor heartbeat signal may also produce aitifact 

and erroneous data (Poets, 1994). 

T 

Some Literature has suggested using venous blood oxygen saturation (SvQ) as an indicator 

of oxygen consumption (Dudell, 1990). Subtracting S v a  from S a a ,  an error signal could be 

produced that would represent oxygen consumption and, indirectly, tissue oxygenation. This 

technique. however, requires that a catheter be placed in the patient's right ventricle, exposing 

the patient to infection and possibly complicating the day to day healtk,care that the patient 



requires. Another problem is the fact that the venous side of the systemic circulation acts as a 

reservoir for the b1oo.d and there would be a time lag between the SvQ at the tissue and that 

measured at the heart. Research into an indwelling 02, CQ and pH cathet~r for neonates is 

promising, but manufacturing and coirosion pro blerns persist (Soller, 1 994; Rolfe, 1994). --- 

+ a 

2.4.2 Actuating Device 

A mixture of air and oxygen is produced by feeding each of the two gases into a mechanical 

airloxygen blender. The output gas has an oxygen percentage of 21 to 100 percent and k fed 

into the patient via a .ventilator. The blender usually has a mechanical dial within the 21 to 100 

percent range which allows the user to set the output gas. Some ventilators have these blenders 

built bto them As a safety monitor, an Q sensor is often placed in line between the blender 

and ventilator by cluucal staff. 

The procedure for oxygen therapy is quite straight forward; the clinician~adjusts the 

administered airloxygen mixture in an effort to maintain stable normoxernia. The alarms on the 

input device are set using a-rang close to the target S p a .  A care giver" adjusts the inspired 

airloxygen percentage ( F i a )  until the patient is within the prescribed range. As the patient 

desaturates (becomes hypoxemic) or oversaturates (becomes hyperoxemic) the attendant must 

carefully adjust the FiO?, levels. Ttus is not an easy task since theadjustment must be made as a 

function of the type of problein For example, in the case of observed oversaturation, patient 

movement may be causing a false reading and an FiQ increase would promote hyperoxernia: 



2.4.3 Defining Safe Oxygen Levels 

The definition of safe levels of oxygen (normoxemia) is controversial. In the early 1950's with 

the prevalent use of oxygen in incubators to prevent hypoxemia, there was an epidemic of 
t 

retinopathy of prematurity which resulted in lower FiG leveLs prescribed to neonates in the 

1960's (Payne, 1984). Along with the resultant reduction in the disease, however, was an 

increase in infant mortality. Another complicatian associated with hypoxia and mechanical 

positive pressure v e ~ ~ o n  <known as bronchopulmonary dysplasia (BPD). or more 
% -a r 

commonly, chronic lung disease. Over the decades the "safe" limit for PaQ levels has been 

changing from 60- 100 mmHg to 60-80 rnrnHg (American Academy of Pediatrics, 1983; 1992). 

This may have been in response to the increasing number of infants diagnosed with 

hyperoxemic related diseases such as ROP and BPD. In q~ effort to reduce hyperoxema even 

more, recent literature suggests that other safe limits may be as low as 45-60 mmHg (Emond, 

Hy puxeniia 

The result of low blood oxygen levels are quite obvious. heversible brain tissue damage is 

the result of prolonged periods of hypoxernia. In severe cases damage may lead to death. 

Infants exposed to severe and continuous hypoxemia increase their risk of conditions such as 

cerebral paksy or spastic diplegia (MacDonald, 1963). 
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B r o n c h o p u f m ~ ~  Dysplasia - BPD 

Bronchopulmonary dysplasia occurs amo& infants who have required high oxygen 
I 

concentrations ahd ventilator Support (Northway, 1976). It normally follows hyaline membrane 

disea5e (also kn~wn as respiratory distress syndrome) but may occur in infants without it 

(Bancalan, 1 979). In this condition, there is a destruction of terminal airways with dysplasia 

and fibrosis. The associated scar tissue build-up reduces effective lung volume. Frequent 

exposure to prolonged periods of hyperoxemia may contribute to the onset of ,BPD. Affected 

infants usually develop chronic respiratory insufficiency with severe cases leading to death 

(Durbin, 1975). 

Carbon Dioxide Retention 

As carbon dioxide enters the blood at the lungs about 30% is bound to the deoxyhemoglo bin 

to form the carbamino c o b u n d ,  HbCQ. If the CQ is not released at the lungs due to 

shunting or BPD related complications, the Q within the lungs capillaries will have fewer 

hemoglobin binding sites and thus the blood oxygen saturation will stay low. Prolonged periods 

of hyperoxemia can promote lung damage which in turn may further impair CQ difision . 
t . 

through the alveoli. 

Retrolental Fi broplasia 

Retrolental fibroplasia or retinopathy of prematurity (ROP) is a disease a f f~ t ing  retinal blood 

vessel3 in premature and term mfants and can produce visual impairment and blindness (Payne, 
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1984). It was first diagnosed in 1941 and in the 1950's and 1960's a relationship between its 

incidence and high oxygen levels was identified (Terry, 1942; Kin&y, 1956). As a result of 

these early studies, FiQ levels were reduced only to possibly result in an increased mfant 

mortality. Exposure to high levels of Pa@ (> 80 mrnHg) will increase the neonates risk of 

ROP (Flynn, 1992). 

At the fourth month of gestation, vascularization begins at the optic disc and then proceeds 

outwards where it reaches the nasal periphery at 8 months. The temporal periphery is not 

vascularized until 1 month after term. At any stage of prematurity and up to one month after 

term the temporal retina is susceptible to ROP. The primary effect of oxygen (as a result of 

C hyperoxemia) on neonates with an incompletely vascularized retina i$ retinal vasoconstriction 

which may be followed by vascular closure. This may eventually lead to complete closure of 

immature portions of vascularized retina. The secondary effect occurs with a reduction of Pa02 
i 

to normal levels as new vessels form at the damaged area and erupt through the retina surface 

into the vitreous (Payne, 1984). Also, adjacent to the capillary hosure. neovasculation occurs. 

2.4.4 Oxygen Regulation 

Manual Control 

Labile babies are particularly difficult to stabhe. Since these babies tend to desaturate 
! f' 

quickly and often, attendants may have to constantly adjust the FiQ levels (in some cases 2-3 

times a minute). As stated above, the target SaQ level is often very close to the "knee" of the 



dissociation curve. Since neonates often have a left shifted steep curve, small dtsturbances can ,. 
drive the patient into rapid deep e+ desaturation. The nursing staff may react by increasing Fi02 

values, resulting in the baby becoming normoxemic. Unfortunately, however, if the FiQ 
_ m 

red; increased the infant soon becomes hyperoxemic requiring a decrease in FiQ. This 

constant cycling is time consuming and also stresses the baby and nursing staff. The situation is 

further complicated by nursing staff performing other duties such as suctioning mucus from the 

infant's lungs and providing physiotherapy. 
Q 

Associated Therapy 
4 

Administering a steroid, such as glucocorticoid, to neonates suffering from BPD can produce I 
L 

marked unprovementp in their oxygen transport mechanim. These cirugs act as anti- 

mflarnrnatory agents in the lungs. Little research is available to show the long term affects of 
, 

this type of drug therapy, thus, steroids are gene&ly administered only to critiqally ill patients. 

\ & e 

In some cases the steroid is administered to the pregnant mother in an effort to prevent chronic 

lung disease (Van Marter, 1990). 

An artificial surfactant can result in increasing lung c o m p h c e  which will &ow ventilation at 

lower pressures. Less stress on the patient and a lower risk of lung damage Is the result. 

Surfactant use in preterm infants -roves survival rates without increasing the proportion of 
.l 

J 
impaired survivors (Ferrara, 1994). A recent study (b, 1994) showed that surfactant therapy 



coupled with prenatal steroid , therapy 'decreases pulmonary morbidity and cerebral 

complications, and increases infant survival. "L 

Vitamin E derivatives are used to scavenge Q 6ee radical.. 6om blood. Little data is 

available but what does exist shows some effect on reducing. ROP (Payne, 1984). 

Administration of morphine to reduce pain and stress on baby .seems reasonable but some 

research shows that morphine depresses all aspects of respiratory activity including rate, minute 

and tidal volume (Way, 1963). Several commercial drugs are used to assist the ventilation 

process by acting as bronchodialators. Nitric oxide therapy is very experimental but shows 

-promise since it is a direct pulmonafy vasodilator that is deactivated by hemoglobin. In other 
i 

words, nitric oxide gas will dilate the pulmonary capillaries surrounding the lungs (increasing 

diffusion due to increased area) but not the rest of the circulation. With scheduled - 

physiotherapy and suctioning of lung mucus, c h c a l  staff can maintain lung compliawe $id-, 

Automatic Therapy 

The need to automate neonatal oxygen therapy has been identified by the medical community 

(Flynn, 1992). Previous researchers have been pioneering neonatal oxygen controllers. la 
-', 

England, Beddis (1979) devised a mechanical controller that produced promising results. ThLs 
dr 

type of wo&%iy dormant until Taube ( 1989). Tehrani(l99 1) and Morozoff (1 99 1 ) began their 

- research. Tau be's adaptive proportional-derivative-integral (PID) pro totype lead to his US 
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patent. Morozoff built two generations of controllers which followed various control strategies. 

a* 
Chapter 4 contains more details on previous work. 

2.5 Summary 

A description of the neonatal oxygen transport system is presented. The partial pressure of 

oxygen drops as it moves from the mouth to the lungs where it diffuses through the alveoli 

walls and bonds to hemoglobin in the pulmonary capillaries. The percept of hemoglobin 

bonded with oxygen is known as the blood oxygen saturation, S4& and iq related to the 

partial pressure of oxygen in the blood by the oxygen dissociation curve. Oxygen bonded to the 
i 

hemoglobin is transported through the circulatory system to the tissue capillaries where a 

- 
portion is released and enters the tlssue. 

Frequent and prolonged low oxygen IeveL~ in the tissue, hypoxemia, may lead to irreversible 

brain damage and, in severe cases, mortality. Frequent and prolonged high levels of tksue 

oxygenation, hyperoxernia, may promote bronchopuhnonary dysplasia (chronic lung disease) 

and retinopathy of prematurity (eye damage). The output of a pulse oximeter, SpQ, is used as 

an indicator of S a a  which is, in turn, used as an indirect indicator of tissue pxygenation. 

Nonnoxemia defined as the "safe" region of tissue oxygenation and oxygen therapy is the 

process of maintaining it by the administration of an airloxygen gas mixture. The reading from 

a pulse oximeter is %ten used by clinical staff as a feedback mechanism for manual control of 



oxygen therapy. To date, several researchers, including the author have developed automatic 

oxygen th&apy devices which use S p a  as an indicator of tissue oxygenation. 

Q 



3.0 PHYSIOLOGICAL MODEL 

3.1 Introduction 

Modelling the physiological system affords several advantages in t h  study. In the past, the 
I 

co-ordination of human subjects, parental permhion, nursery personnel, technical support and 
@ 

functional equipment has been very difficult. On average, a single two or three day test per 

month could be co-ordinated by the author. A second major advantage to modehg  the 

neonate is related to the stress that he or she can accommodate. Since the neonate must @ay 

w i t h  normoxernia, the validation of the prototype controller described in the previous section 

yasbased on a limited S a a  bandwidth. A model, however, can be repeatedly driven to critical 
t 

I 

SaQ level$ as a means of ve-g the controller's long term response before field trials with a 

prototype device. A third advantage of producing a neonatal model is that it provides a . 
4- - 

rR 

platform for further research - not only in the field of SaQ control, but also in the study of the 

effects of changes to physiological parameters such as lung compliance, breathing rate, heart 

rate, etc. 

A simulation may produce the same output as a model, but internally offers no explanation 

for its data. The model differs from the simulation by attempting to define the mechanisms that 
' P  

produce experimental observations. The depth of detad to which the model explores usually 

represents its resolution Designers must define a depth of de td  and its associated output since, 

iflmost cases, those model details may be difficult to attain. Once a model has been formulated, 

a computer application may be realksed. The depth of the model detad may also effect the 



computation time required; higher levels of detail requiring increased computational power. 
I 

Some models may be so detailed and complicated that, even though they are realisable, they 

may not be useful for real-time model based control due to their processing power 

requirements. 
a 

A model of the human oxygen transport system from inspired air at the mouth to its 

consumption in the mitochondria is a complex task. Oxygen, as a gas, is compressible and its 

pressure through the respiratory system - mouth to alveoli - is a function of resistance, 

compliance and direction of flow. Once oxygen diffuses through the alveoli walk into the blood 

stream, its concentration is affected by blood flow, mixing chamber time constants, shuntihg 
I 

L 
and consumption rate. In summary there are two subsystem models - respiratory and 

a 

circulatory. 

This chapter describes the design, implementation and testing of models for a neonate's 

oxygen transport system, an doxygen ble der ahd'a p u b  oximeter. These three components P 
% 

- plant, actuator and monitor - are used to design and test a controller in the following chapter. 

After the introduction, the model's computer development environment is presented. Next. the 

respiratory and cardiovascular models are described. These two modeLs are then combined into 
* 

adult and neonatal models in the following two sections. AirIOxygen blender and pulse 

oximeter modeLs are then presented followed by a discussion of various test scripts. 



3.2 Development Envi ronrnent 

As a computer engineer, and an experienced computer programmer, the author originally 
C 

proposed writing the model in the " C u "  programming lhguage. Ln fact, some of the early 

respiratory mdels were first written using "C++" on an IBM compatible personal computer 

(PC). However. after some initial training, the author moved towards using the comkrcial 

MATLAB (Mathworks, 1995) software program with its "SIMULINK" feature. 

i - 
SIMULINK is an icon driven model building software. paqkage and provides some 

' 

components such as summers, multipliers, filters, transfer functions, etc. More irclportantly, it . . 

provides the user with a dandard framework to which custom building blocks can be added. 

The neonatal model requires many custom blocks to accomrfwdate bidirectional gas flow, 

real-time adjustment of time'constantS, etc. Ano!her feature of SIMULINK is its packaged 

input/output (YO) routines such as graph. &d disk file access. A third feature associated 

with this package is that other researchers familit withi,it can take advantage of the mode& 

understanding and editing a custom "C++" driven model would most certady be more difficult 

and time consu&g. 

Thk model was developed on 

RAM. Its operating system was 
1 

an IBM compatible '486 133 Mhz PC with 16 Mbytes of 
- & .+, 

Microsoft Windows@ 3.0 (blicroSoft, 1994). MATLAB 
..+ 

version 4 . 2 ~ .  1 was used to drive SFMULINK version 1.3~. - ., 



1 , Figure 5. Respiratory System 

Figure 6. Pressure - Volume Plot - the plot is for. u singlo breath sturtittg in the lourr l&t 
. bud c o n w  mud moving counter-dockww uloqg the curve. Al.so mte. thut this is a positive 

pressure plotfiorn u vmtilut~~d patient. 
: 

3.3 Respiration - 

The respiratory system is prirnardy dedicaied to the hnction of oxygen and carbon dioxide 

exchange. These gases enter and exit at each end of a well structured system as shown in 

Figure 5. Gas pressure, flow and volume are parameters which describe characterktics of the 



respiratory system The instantaneous respiratory system pressure cari be modelled by the 

following simplified equation (Richardson 1 989): 

where: 

P(t) = pressure difference between atmosphere and patient airway 

V(t) = lung volume above residual capacity 

F(t) = gas flaw 

PO = respiratory system offset pressure 

C = respiratory system compliance 

R = respiratory system resistance 

Comphce  is a measure of how "easy" the respiratory system expands. If we plot pressure 

versus volume for a single breath we will get a circular shaped curve shown in Figure 6. 

Dynamic comphce  LS the slope of the curve and is calculated as: 
a 

a t )  = v(t)/Wt) (3.2) 

A common method of estimating the average compliance is to calculate the slope of a straight 

line from the beginning to end of inspiration as shown by the dotted line in Figure 6. 

Resistance is a function of pressure and flow and its dynamic value can be expressed as: 

R(t) = P(t)/F(t) 4 (3.3) 

If we plot a pressure-flow loop for a single breath, an estimate of the average resistance can be 

calculated from the slope of a straight line between the start and end of inspiration - a 

procedure similar to the calculation of average system compliance. 

e 



Table L Comparison of Pulmonary Mechanks and Electrical Models 

Respiratory System Electrical Analogue 

flow (e current (I) 

pressure (P) voltage (V) 

resistance (R) resistance (R) ' 

compliance (C) capacitance (C) * 

volume (0) charge (0) 

An analogy between an electrical circuit and pulmonary mechanics can be made as shown in 

Table 1 (Grodins, 1963, p. 16; Milhom, 1966, p.53). Figure 7 illustrates a respiratory system 
-C 

compartment modelled as a slrnple RC circuit. Using the electrical analogy we can define the 

Using Pl(t) from the previous network and Fz(t) from the next and the above equations, the 

instantaneous pressure, flow and volume - P2(t). Fl(t) and Q(t) respectively - can be calculated. 

- ". 

Q U  (unstressed volume) - -I-' 
Figure 7. Respiratory RC Network 



The first quantitative model of the human ventilation model was developed by Gray (1946) 

and described ventilation rate, in a feedback loop, controlled by the partial pressure of arterial 

carbon dioxide, PaQ and acidemia (H'a). Tlus steady state model was further developed 

(Grodins, 1950; Saito et al., 1960) and a second generation of kspiratory model. - dynamic 

models - evolved (Grodins, 1954; Defares, 1960). Respiratory model computer simulations 

were first explored by Horgan (1965) and Milhorn (1965). Both steady state and dynamic 

modek were limted by constant and uni-directional oxygen flow through the lungs until 

Yamamoto (1970) introduced a periodic respiratory drive. 

Many of the researchers described in the above paragraph modelled the respirittory system 

using the RC network analogy at varying levels of detail. One researcher, V. Rideout (1991). 

produced a very good model which has been adapted into the one presented in Figure 8.  In this 

model, for an adult, there are four chambers -. mouth, trachea, bronchi and alveoli - each 

consisting of a resistance-compliance network. Hi? work, was founded on those mentioned in 

the above paragraph plus that of Jodat ( 1966). Horgan ( 1968) and Pedley ( 1970). 

mouth trachea bronchi alveoli 

Patm 

PB = driving Q pressure 

Figure 8. Respiratory System Model. (Moddied from V.Rideout, Mathematical a d  
Computw Modelling of Physiologicd S y s t m .  Prentice Hall, Inc. New Jersey, 199 1, p. 139.) 



The model showh in Figure 8, like Rideout's, assumes that resistance and compliance are 
- .  - 

P constant. A more detailed model would inchde non-linear R(t) and. C(t) but would be difficult 

to implement. ALSO: it is a h n e d  that the respiratory compartments contain unstressed 
s 

volumes (QU,, QU2, ...), defined as compartment volumes at zero pressure. Another 

assumption is that the driving pressure of the system (i.e. the breathing apparatus) is sinusoidal , . a 

in nature and drives a negative pressure in the diaphragm In the nursery, ventilators are 
0 

4 *positive pressure devices and, in most cases, not sinusoidal. The author suggests that the SaQ 

waveforms produced from the model and ventilator, will produce little difference since the 

Sa02 waveform is heavily filtered by the cardiovascular system's mixing chambers (see below). 

Only about two thirds of each tidal volume reaches the alveoli for gas exchange. One portion 

not involved with gas exchange is called the anatomical dead space volume and it includes the 

mouth, trachea, bronchi compartments. The model accounts for anatomical dead space by not 

allowing gas exchange from these compartments with the blood. Alveolar dead space is a 

function of the pulmonary blood circulation and it is accounted for by a pulmonary shunt in the 

circulatory model. 

The respiratory model was implemented using SIMULINK blocks as illustrated in Figure 9 

and the alveoli pressure (P4) was comparable to Rideout's data (1991, p. 142). This model only 

deals with the flow of air and assumes that the total flow out of the alveoli (into the blood) is 
lb 
t 

very small or zero. 



After venfylng the air transport model, an oxygen transport model was produced by building 

a model parallel to it. In this case, kdeout (1991, pp.145-146) derives the flow, pressure and 

\ 
volume values of oxygen as a function of the percentage of oxygen in air and the direction of 

flow - inspiration or expiration. Thus, the model for air transport is used to produce a total 

, flow for eachcompartment and fiom these, the flow and volume of oxygen are derived. Thi. 

model must aLso deal with the flow of air (and oxygen) in both directions. This is complicated 

by the fact that oxygen flows out of the model at the alveoli faster during inspiration than at 

expiration. To account for this, a switching function was produced which derives the 
t 

compartment's pressure as a function of the direction of total gas flow. 
i 

Ir 
During inspiration the oxygen partial pressure difference &tween the alveoli (PAQ) and the 

pulmonary capillary blood (PcQ). is high becauserhe lungs are f i g  with fresh air and de- 

oxygenated blood Is  flowing through the lungs. On the pulmonary venous side of the lungs, the 

partial pressure of oxygen is approxllnately equal to that in the alveoli. In summary, during 

inspiration, oxygen flows out of the lungs and into the blood regulated by the circulatory 

system blood flow. During expiration, oxygen is no longer flowing into the lungs but is still 

depleted by the pulmonary caprllary blood flow resulting in a lowering of the partial pressure of 

oxygen in tt?e alveoli 
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I 

Figure 9. Respiratory System Model Implementation - Each row of discrete blocks, as 
o h n e d  by a dushed box, represents a respiratory compartment -from top to bottom. m o ~ h .  
trucks, bronchi and alveoli. They make up the dynumic equations (3.4), (3.5) and (3.6) 
associated with an RC mod41 of each compartment. 

Figure 10 represents Rideout's oxygen transport model in the respiratory system of an adult 

as implemented by the author using the SMULINK program This was not a straight forward 



task since , due to the discontinuities at zero flow (i.e. between inspiration and expiration), the 

model engine became unstable. To correct the problem, the author increased the numeric$ 
I 

integration step to 0.005 and the numerical integration algorithe to the AdmsIGear technique. 

Unfortunately, ttus increased the model's processing time. In summary, Rideout's respiration 

model for oxygen transport in an adult implemknted with the SIMULINK program. The 
\ 

results were comparable to hi. publkhed data (Rideout, 1991, p. 147). 

. . . . .  

M l m - M W M m W  - To- 

Figure 10. Adult Oxygen- Transport Model - the dashed boxes, from top to bottom 
represent the four respiratory compartments - mouth, trachea, bronchi and alveoli. 
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3.4 Cardiovascular Model 

The cardiovascular system consists of the pulmonary capillaries, pulmonary veins, heart, 

systemic arteries and systemic capillaries. Oxygen bonded to hemoglobin and dissolved in the 

blood is transported through this cirkulatory loop shown in Figure 1 I .  This section describes a 
9 

model for the flow of oxygen from the respiratory system to the tissue where a portion is 

me tabolised . 

left , left aorta & 

ventricle atrium 
artery e veins capillaries 

P kf"4 
Figure 11. Cardiovaicular System 

Since the blood, like most fluids, is non-compressible, the compartments shown in Figure 11 

can be treated as mixing chambers. The output concentration of a material from a mixing 
, ~ -- 

chamber is a fundon of the flow, volume and input concentration (Sheppard, 1948). Figure 12 

illustrates a simple mixing chamber - F = flow of solute carrier 
fl(t) = solute input flow 
c,(t) = solute i n e t  concentration fi(t) = solute output flow 

I - 1 c2(t) = solute output concentration 

Figure 12. Simple Mixing Chamber 



By mass bakce: 

then: 

or : 

where: 

In the frequency domain: 

c1(t) = q(t)/V 

fi (t) = F*cl (t) 

f2(t) = F*cz(t) 

Equation (3.14) shows that each mixing chamber can be modelled as a simple first order 

transfer function with a time constant, T, equal to volume divided by flow. A second type of - 

compartment, a connecting compartment, can be modelled as a simple delay function. It 

represents the transport time of the solute in the blood through a region where the 

co6entrations remain reasonably constant. 



pulmonary julmonary * 1 pulmonary * left 

Figure 13. A 13 Compartment Circulatory Sys€em Model - the capillary compartmerits, us 
ituiicated with an asterix are split in half to produce four delay compurtments. The rest of the 
compamnents are mixing c h b e r s .  

artery 

I 1 

Figure 13 illustrates a 13 compartment model of the cardiovascular system There are four 

delay compartments representing the pulmonary and systemic capillaries. The delays associated 

with the systemic capillary compartments have been reduced to accommodate the tissue 

capillaries . 

compartment. In earlier versions of the model, the tissue compartment was removed as a 

T - ._.... S3 shunt ._.- A 

. o2 out 

tissue * 
capillaries 

small 
veins 

' 

means of reducing the simulation's computing time. Thk model is derived from Rideout's 10 
- 

'capillaries 

....................................................................................................................................... _.--- 
right .. .. . - _...- -.-.__ ....-- _._.--.. 
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(2) all mixing chambers are perfect - instantaneous and complete. 

(3) red blood cellstravel at the same rate as blood. 

c l(t) = input concentration 
c2(t) = output concentration 
F = blood flow 
f(t) = solute flow 
k = consumption rate 
V = chamber volume 

Figure 14. Tissue Corn partmen t Model 

The next step in the development process was to add the Sa@ input +and oxygen 
C" 

consumption. A unit step generator was used to produce an S a a  input. The tissue 

compartment transfer functioh, as shown in Figure 14, was modelled for oxygen consumption 

as follows: 

therefore: 

in the frequency domain: 

therefore: 

where: 

Ti = F/V = inverse of time constant 



A ,third major difference between the 10 and 13 compartment models is that the 13 

compartment model has three shunts - a pulmonary shunt (S3) across the lungs; an atrial right- 

/ 
to-left shunt through the foramen o h e  (Sl); and a right-to-left shunt From the pulmonary 

artery to the aorta (S2). These shunts were first irnplknted as a combination of SIMULINK 

multipliers and additive blocks and once the ~imul&on was started. the percentage of shunt 

could not be adjusted. Also. when a shunt or change in shunt occurs, the flows 

through the effected cornparknts change and, since the time co a function of flow. 

the time constants' values must change. 

Figure 15 represents the SIMULINK implementation of Figure 13. Constants, such as Ti. Ki, 
5 

etc. are set by running the initialisation "initpml .mu first. At the start of a simulation, the flows 

and time constants are calc.ulated as a function of the initial shunt values. The initla1 flows are 

set to zero by the SIMULINK program and the simulation requires about -3 minutes to reach 

steady sate. This model was tested using a pulse generator to produce an Sa02 change 

between the two pulmonary capillary compartments. The dynamic response was comparable to 
I 

Rideout's data (1 991 , p. 148). 
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Figure IS. Adult Cardiovascular Model . 

3.5 Adult Oxygen Transport Mudel 

An adult oxygen transport model consists of merging the respiration and circulation models 

described m the previous sections. This process was relatively straight forward but produced a 

model with a substantially increased run time. The respiration model outputs its PA@ value to 

the circulation model which in turn exports its S v a  value back to the respiratory system 

A major complication arose when trying to make the shunMg values dynamic. Shunt values 

change during an experiment as a means of emulating the adult's physiological behaviour. At 



first, a supervisory program was written by the author to adjust the shunts and compartment 

time constants. Unfortunately this produced unstable transient responses because SI&IULINK 

4r 
sets its integrators to zero whenever the parameters of its library transfer functions are 

chan*. The solution was to redesign the compartments using discrete building blocks such 
0, 

X f 

as integrators, summing junctions, etc. SaQ, SvQ and PAQ values for a 10% steady state * . . 

pulmonary shunt are shown in Figure 16. The output flow during this simulation was 4.2 mi/$:' 

(250 mVrnin.) which is close to the estimated oxygen consumption of a 70 kg. adult w;h ah 

average blood flow (F) of 100 mVs (Ross, 1985). Also note thaqPAa oscillates between 100 

and 122 mmHg producing an SaG of 97% and an Sv02 of 78%' which are comparable with 

physiological data (West, 1985). 

Figure 17 is a plot of the S v a ,  Saa, and PA02 values when a pulmonary shunt (S3) 
. i' 

increases from 0.10 to 0.55 at 200 seconds and then is reduced back to 0.10 at 3 0  seconds. 

The initial conditions are set before running the simulation. Figures 18 and 19 show the same 

model parameters for S1 and S2 shunts adjusted following the Figure 17 paradigm The first 

200 seconds in each graph represents the initial start-up transient and are removed. This - 
transient is a hnction of SIMULINK's delay compartments which cannot be pre-loaded with 

-4 

initial values besides zero. Figure 17 shows a desaturation pulse to 80% which is not as low as 

the other two plots. Thls is because the plots in Figures 18 and 19 represent a 10% S3 shunt 

plus a 55% S2 or S 1 shunt, wlule ~ i & - e  17 represents only a 55% S3 shunt. 
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These three plots demonstrate the model's non-linearity with a desaturation time constant of 

s v o ,  % s v o ,  P I 0 1  

about 70 seconds and a saturation time constant of 15 seconds. Physiologically speaking, tb 
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makes sense; the body is very slow to desaturate but quick to saturate. This dynamic response 
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Figure 16. Adult Sa02, Sv02 and PA02 Plots 



with varying degrees of shunting. Their time constants were 20 and 6 seconds for desaturation 

and saturation respectively. The ratios of saturation to desaturation time constants for the 

~ d e l  and W i s i n ' s  work are cornpar&- about 0.25. 
47 

Time in Seconds 

Figure 17. Adult Model S3 Adjustment - 0.10 to 0.55 at 200 see. urui to 0.10 at 400 we. 

Time in Seconds , 

Figure 18. Adult Model S2 Adjustment - 0.10 to 0.55 at 200 see. and to 0.10 at 400 see. 



Time in Seconds 

Figure 19. Adult Model S I kdjustment - 0.10 to 0.35 at 200 sec. and to 0.10 ar 400 sec. 

3.6 Neonatal Oxygen Transport Model 

There are essentially three major differences between human neonatal and adult physiology. 

The first, and most obvious, is scale; the magnitude of the neonate's respiratory and circulatory 

system parameters such as lung volume, resistance, compliance, blood flow, heart chamber 

volume tend to follow physiological scaling laws (~awson, 1991). 

i 

The second major difference, as described in the previous chapter, is that neonatal 

hemoglobtn has a higher affinity to oxygen than adult hemoglobin. This implies that the neonate 
, * 

will saturate at lower P a a  values than the adult. It also implies, however, that the rising edge 

of the neonatal oxygen dissociation curve is much steeper than the adult's, which can result in 
1 

larger desaturations when the neonate's Pa@ moves below the "knee" of the curve. 



The third most important physical difference is that the neonate often suffers from one or 

more simultaneous shunts. It is primarily those shunting events, as observed in the nursery, 

which produce dangerously low blood oxygen saturation levels in pre-term infants. This section 

describes how the adult oxygen transport mode4 has been adapted to a neonatal model 

incorporating differences in scale, oxygen affinity and shunting. 

1nformation.with regards to the specific physical parameters used by the-model tends to be 

scarce. A major help, however, is the general observation that within mammals, parameters for 
P 

r -  r - 
a specific age can be extracted from those of an adult mammal bearing the s-weight, 

surface area, etc. (Cook, 1958). For example, the oxygen consumption rate of a 1500 gm 

human is about the same as that of a full grown 1500 gm'rat. This principle will be used to 

extrapolate parameter values which are unavailable in the literature via empirical means. A - 
second technique the author has used to calculate model parameters is one of proportional 

+a 
s c h g  where an aggregate sum is available but not its specific break down. For example, a 70 

kg adult's total lung compliance, on average, is 0.2183 (cm4*s21gm) with 0.60% for mouth, 

1 .X% for trachea, 6.0% for bronchi and 9 1.6 % for alveoli. 

Table I1 lists the various respiratory parameters as calculated from their associated allometric 
' 

e@ltions (Stahl,1967). The three values of interest for the model are lung compliance, % 

<- c-- - - -  

resistance and tidal volume. From Dawson, (1 991, p. 127), for a 1500 gm mammal we get a 

total lung volume of 0.102 litres - derived fiom: 0.068 * M = 0.068 * 1.5, where M is mass in 

Kg. He also states ( 1  991, p. 127) that the tidal volume is generally about 10% of the total lung 



volume. This is true for a 70 Kg adult whose total lung volume is about 5 litris and tidal 

volume is 500 ml (Ross, 1985). Thus for a neonate we can set the tidal volume to 10 ml, whi 

is empirically cgnfnmed (Scarpelli, 1975). The total adult unstressed volume (ie. volume 

rest) is 466 ml which is 93.2% of the tidal volume. Ushg this relationship, the author estimates 

the neonate'shstressed volume to be 9.32 ml (93.2% of 10 ml) as listed in Table II1. The 

unstressed volumes of e2ch specific compartment are then calculated as weighted percentages, - 

where the percentage for each compartment is based on the adult model. For example, the 

adult alveoli unstressed volume is 85.8% of the total, thus the neonate's value k 8.00 ml(0.858 

* 9.32 ml). 

Empirical values for the total static respiratory resistance are available and have a large range 

(Cook, 1957; 1958; Polgar, I96 1 and 1965; Kraus, 1973). They are, however close to the 

allomemc value 6om Table U of I8 cm4*s21gm but the writer has chosen a slightly higher value 

of 25.0 as shown in Table 111. Total pulmonary compliance is also varied but a review of the 

literature prompts the author to use a value of 0.002 cm4*s'lgm (Cook. 1958. ScarpeUi, 1975, 

p. 155). The atlometric value from Table I1 is a bit higher at 0.0033 cd*s'lgm. 



Table 11. Allometric Values for the Respiratory System ( M = mass in Kg.) 

Parameter Equation 70 Kn Adult 1500 nm Neonate 

Tidal Vol. (ml) 

Total Capacity (ml) 

Respiratory Rate (bpm) 

0 2  Uptake (Ws) 

Compliance (WcrnH20) 

Resistance (cmH2OWL) 

Cardiac' Output (Ws) 

Cardiac Rate Urnin.) 24 1 83.3 218 
0 



Table HI. Respiratory System Model Parameters - adult and neonatal vahes as used in the 
models.. 

- - 

Parameter 70 Kg. Adult 1500 grn Neonate 

Total Unstressed VoL (ml) 466.0 

Mouth Unstressed Vol.(ml) 40.0 

Tracbea Unstressed VoL(ml) 8.0 
a, 

Bronchi Unstressed VoL(ml) 18.0 

Alveoli Unstressed Vol. (ml) 400.0 

Total Resktance (dyne*s/ml) 1.42 

Mouth Resimnce (dyne*s/ml) 1 .0 

Trachea Resktance (dyne*s/ml) 0.33 

Bronchi Resistance (dyne*s/ml) 0.30 

Alveoli Resistance (d yne*s/ml) 0.08 

Total Compliance (cm4*s2/gm) 0.2183 

Mouth Compliance (cm4*s'/gm) 0.00 13 

Trachea Compliance (crn4*s?/gm) 0.0040 

3 2 Bronchi Compliance (cm *s /gm) 0.0 130 

Alveoli Compliance ( ~ m ~ * s ~ / ~ m )  0.2000 

Res~iratory Rate (beatdrnin.) 14 25 



Table IV. Circulatory System Model Parameters - adult and rwonatal values as used in thu 
SIMUUNK models. 

Parameter 70 Kg Adult 1500 crm Neonate 

Average Blood Flow ( d s )  100 16.70 

Oxygen Consumption ( d s )  

Total Transport Time (sec.) 

Pulmonary Caplilary VoL (ml) 
4 

Left Atium Vol. (ml) 4.68 

Left Ventricle VoL (ml) 

- Aorta & Large Artery,VoL (ml) 
I- w 

z.- % 

Small Artery Vol. (ml) 

Tissue Capillary Vol. (ml) 

Small Vein Vol. (ml) -1 000 37.58 

Right Atrial Vol. (ml) 125 4.68 

Right Ventricle Vol. (ml) 125 4.68 

Pulmonaw Artery Vol. (ml) 250 9.39 
, 



0 

The average blood flow for a 1500 gram neonate, as listed in Table IV, was deri& from 

Dawson's scaling laws (Dawson, 199 1). Oxygen consumption is empirically defined by 

Scarpelli (1975, p. 174) at 0.15 ml/s which is lower than Dawson's allomemc value of 0.25 mVs; 

(1991, p.88); an average of 0.20 ml/s has been chosen by the author. The total transport time is 

from Dawson (1991, p.87) and confirmed by Stahl(1967). The adult volume parameters listed 

in Table IV are kom Rideout (1991, p.46) and Ross (1985, p. 121); they are used to scale 

neonatal values. The neonatal Q dissociation curve was extracted from Poet (1991) and is 

comparable to that of other researchers (Scarpelli, 1 975, p. 1 38; Delivoria-Papadopoulos, ' 

1971). 

Another assumption made by the author is that the neonatal model represents an infant 

breatlung unassisted. In many cases, neonates weiglung 1500 grams are venthted at pressures 

of 10 to 25 crnHzO. The pressure signal generator was moved to the mouth compartment and 

the output PAQ was not changed. In reality, larger input pressures are required to ventilate 
I 

neonates because the compliancecof the ventilator's circuit is significantly higher than the 

e 
neonate's pulmonary system In other words, the tubing tends to expand before the lungs. 

Aha, when the patient breaths on hisher own, they use their diaphragm and chest wall mux;les 

to inflate the lungs. Under a ventilator, however, the ventilator must also overcome the static 

and, in some cases opposing, chest wall and diaphragm resistance. As a q ~ a n s  of s i r n p m g  

the model, an internal pressure generator is maintained and the effects of the ventilator omitted. 

The driving pressure of the pressure generator has been slightly increased to accommodate the . I 

two orders of magnitude reduction in compliance. Figure 20 illustrates the SaQ, S v a ,  
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flow and PA02 values for a 10% S3 shunt and an FiQ value of 0.21 (room air). This plot 

shows the PA& in the range of 40 to 90 mrnHg which is comparable to published values 

(Scarpelli, 1975, p.146). Also, the average Q flow is about 0.30 ml/s, close to the value 

detined in Table IV: The neonate model is shown in Figures 2 1, 22 and 23. Implementation of 

individual compartments in Figure 22 is identical to that shown in Figure 10. In this model, 

FiQ, all three shunts and the dissociation curve cambe adjusted during a simulation. Before this 

model is run, the initialisation program "initnnl .my' must be run - See Appendix A for a listing. 

Time (second) 

Time (second) 

Time (second) ' 

o1 I 
80 85 90 95 100 

Time (second) 

Figure 20. Neonatal Model Output 
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Figure 21. Neonatal Model Overview 
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Figure 22. Neonatal Respiratory System Model. 



Figure 23 Neonatal Circulatory System Model. 

'3.7 AidOxygen Blender Model 

The electro-mechanical airloxygen blender constructed by the author has a rate limited swing 

f?om 0.21 to 1.0 F i a  in 5.0 seconds. A prototype blender was modified with a clutched DC 

motor to adjust the cfial and an optical encoder to realise dial p~sition. The clutching 

mechanism provided a means of accommodating user override. The blender had a 240 degree 

rotation representing a 79% Fi@ range. This gave 3 degrees of resolution per 1 % F i a .  With 
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16 bit optical encoder providing position feedback, 1200 counts per degree were available. In 

reality, a 0.2% FQ dial resolution could be produced, by the prototype. It is assumed that the 

model's mixed gas output is instantaneous and of infirute resolution. Figure 24 represents the 

blender model. 

Figure 24. AirJOxygen Blender Model. -. 

3.8 Pulse Oximeter Model 

The puke oximeter can be subject to two sources of disturbance - sensor noise due to light 

and motion artifact. Sensor noise is modelled by adding a white noise ;enerator to the input 

signal and motion artifact B produced by amphfymg a pulse generator's signal and adding it to 

the pulse oximeter's input. Thk amplification c p  be controlled by sor;ware during a 

simulation. Figure 25 represents the pulse oximeter model and Figure 26 displays the test 

output from a 0.2 Hz sine wave input. 

Motion Artifact MA amplitude -7 

Figure 25. Pulse Oximeter Model 
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Figure 26. Pulse Oxirneter Model Test Output. 

3.9 Supervisory Programs 

A one hour simulation of a 1500 gm neonate can be produced using the three components - 

actuator (airloxygen blender), plant (neonate) and monitor (pulse oxirneter) - and a supervisory 

program, also known as a test scx-ipt. Each supervisory program is a software routine that reads 

the clock and at specific times events such as motion artifact, shunting, etc. can be applied to 
r 

the model. 

, 

After reviewing nursery data, collected during previous studies (Morozoff, 1992; 1994), the 

following conditions have k i n  defined by the author: 

(1) Short desaturation pulse: a large desaturation puise with a 1-2 minute duration. Thk is a 

very common occurrence and the pulse is usually caused by a single shunt. 



(2) Long desaturation pulse: 10 - 15 minute duration where motion artifact and other shunting 

conditions can occur. 

(3) Positive motion artifact: these are 100% S p a  saturations produced by patient mot& and 

tend to be long enough - 10 to 60 seconds - for the controller to begin lowering the F i a .  

In the nursery, under manual oxygen therapy, however, this condition is usually ignored 

by clinical staff and no oxygen increment is realised. 
I 

(4) . $  . ~ e ~ a t i v e  motion artifact: these are SpC& desaturations (usually below 75% SpQ) 

produced by patient motion. The duration is 10 - 60 seconds and, like condition (3), 

usually ignored by clinical staff. 

(5) Large desaturation coupled with positive motion artifact: positive motion artifact disguises 

the desaturation and the controller drops the Fi02 causing further hypoxernia. 

(6 )  Large saturation coupled with negative motion artifact: opposite of condition (5); t h 5  

creates a high FiQ, pushing the infant into saturation. 

(7) Long term physiological change: average F i a  tends to changeas a result of a speak  

event such as physiotherapy, drug inption, feeding, etc. This can be modelled as a 

dissociation curve shift or a shunt adjustment. 



From the above conditions, three preliminary scripts were produced - baby 1, 2 and 3. See ! - 

Appendix B for listings of each. Baby 1 represents a generally stable infant with a 20% - 
pulmonary shunt. This baby, however, is quite active and produces many events of motion 

artifact - conditions (3) and (4). The purpose of baby 1 model is to test a controller's reaction . 
to motionartifact and whether those reactions push the infant out of norrnoxernia. 

- - 

The second supervisory program, baby 2, suffers from a 30% pulmonary shynt with sporadic 

episodes of ductus arteriosis (S2) shunts coupled with a few periods of motion artifact. This 

model will illustrate the controller's performance associated with dynamic shunting. 

Baby 3 has a 20% pulmonary shuA and a 10% S2 shunt with many periods of S2 shunts 

going to 30%. This is an unstable infant model and there is only one motion artifact which 

represents physiotherapy activity resulting in a right shift of the dissociation curve (condition 
CI 

(7)). The purpose of this model is to stress the controller's ability to regulate the FiQ after the 

dynamic response of the model has changed. 

Each scnpt was verified by adjusting the FiQ to ensure that a target SpQ of 92% could be 
L 

attained during periods of non-motion artifact. See Chapter 5 for a more detailed description of 

the test scxipts and plots of each under various modes of control. 



3.10 Summary 

A software based model of the neonatal oxygen transport system is developed in thLF chapter. 

The model traces oxygen levels as partial pressures of gas through the respiratory system and 

as concentrations bonded to hemoglobin in the circulatory system Four compartments - 

mouth, trachea, bronchi and alveoli - are modelled as RC compartments connected w r i e s  to -- 
I 

make up the respiratory system Perfect mixing chambers, modelled as first order transfer 

functions, and delay compartments make up the circulatory system of pu lmon~pi l l a r i e s ,  

left atrium, left ventricle, aorta and large artehes, s d  arteries, tissue capillues. tissue, small 

veins, right atrium, right ventricle and pulmonary artery. Circulation and respiration circuits are 

linked by the oxygen dissociation curve. 

An adult model is first constructed and tested; it is then scaled to a neonatal model using 

empirical parameters and mammalian scaling functions. The circulatory model was designed to 

accommodate the dynamic adjustment of pulmonary and cardiac shunts plus the shifting nature 

of the oxygen dissociation curve. Modek for the actuator (&/oxygen blender) and monitor 

(pulse oximeter) where also designed in thls chapter. The pulse oximeter model features sensor 

noise and software control of motion artifact. Three supervisory programs were developed to 

mimic the behaviour of three types of neonate: Baby 1 - stable (only two pulmonary shunt 

events) but active; Baby 2 - unstable (frequent pulmonary and cardiac shunts) but not active; 

Baby 3 - unstable (frequent cardiac and pulmonary shunting), not active and changing oxygen 

affinity. 
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4.0 F'UZZY LOGIC CONTROLLER 
* \  * 

4.1 Introduction 

Even with developments in drug therapy, the incidence of oxygen therapy related illness such 

. as ROP and bronchophnary dysplasia is relatively high (Gibson, 19%); Bancalari, 1979). 

- -, B a n d x i  (1987) has shawn that even with continuous monitoring and manual response, the 

quality of oxygen therapy was not improved in low birth weight infants.  he& results, possibly 

due to a lower mortality rate in low b i h  weight infants or an incorrect defhtion of C 

hyperoxemia (upper limit 'of Pa@ set too high), prompts the author to explore improvements 

in the administration of oxygen therapy. 

If a patient is labile (frequently outside of normoxemia), an attendant must regulate tissue 

oxygenation by constantly adjusting F i a  levels. Automatic control systems in the medical 

. arena are becoming more prevalent - including devices which control anesthetic gases, blood 

pressure, heart rate, etc. (Sheppard, 1980; Linkens, 1992; Hacisahlmde, 1992) - and the need 

to automate oxygen therapy has been identified by the medical community (Flynn, 1992). A 

few researchers have developed prototype controllers (Beddis, 1979; Taube, 1989; Morozoff, 

1991) but to date, none have been comrcialised; possibly due to the limited m k e t  and high 

risk associated with an automatic neonatal oxygenator. However, if available, this type of 

instrumentation could serve as an assistarit to nursing staff and make minor F i a  adjustments in 

their absence. 
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When formulating a controller, the designer must consider the limitations associated with the 

controller's actuator and observer. Noise from the observer's sensors will affect the designer's 

choice of controller parameters, as will actuator saturation points. In most neonatal care units, 

a pulse oximeter is used by staff to indicate the level of tissue oxygenation. This technique is 

non-invasive and, when correlated to blood gas samples, reliable w i t h  the range of 85% to 

95% S p a  (Poets, 1994). For the controller's input, the author chooses to use the SpQ signal 

fiom a model of a d%nrnercial pulse oximeter which includes sensor noise and motion artifact. 

A model of a motorjsed air/oxygen blender, as desc6bed in Chapter 3, will be the actuator with 
Y9 . . 

saturation points at 2 1 % and 100% F i a .  

Thrs chapter discusses manual and automatic oxygen therapy methodologies for application 

to the neonatal model developed in Chapter 3. The design of two types of automatic 

controilers, proportional-integral-differential (PID) and fuzzy logic, will be presented. 

4.2 Manual Control 

Experienced nursing staff can provide stable and accurate oxygen therapy for preterm infants. 

They have the ability to filter (ignore) erroneous pulse oximeter signals that are the result of 
! 

sensor noise or motion artifact. Another skill they possess is the ability to accommodate. the 

. non-linearity of the oxygen transport system; small FiQ adjustment for desaturation and large 

adjustment for saturation. The most important ability of nursing staff is associated with the 

knowledge they gain while working with a patient for a few days. They can pick up trends, 

accommodate changes due to drug therapy, etc. All these skills have been observed in neonatal 
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nursing staff by the author who h/u spent hundreds of hours in their environment at the Special 
i 
i Care Nursery of British Columbip's Childien's Hospital. 
i 

The above paragraph seed to contradict previous statements by the author about the 
I 

automation of oxygen therapy 14ading to an improvement. This contradiction is related to the 

fact that, in real nursery env i rowts ,  staff cannot dedicate their time to continuous oxygen 
\ ' ,  

therapy. Nursery staff may attend\ to more than one infant and also must provide time for other 
i 

tasks such as feeding, changing, suctioning, cleaning, parental consultation, etc. 
1 

A common method of applying Q therapy in the nursery is to find an FiQ setting which 
I 
1 

provides the infant with an S p Q  4f about 92%. Then alarm levels are set at about 88% and 
I 

960. When an alarm occurs, the ittendant checks for motion artifact by observing the infant 
QZ 1 

and then compares the pulse oxime.ter's heart rate reading with that 6om an independent heart 
I 

rate monitor. If the independent so$rce is stable but the pulse oxirneter7s heart rate value is low 
1 
I or high, the staff conclude that the alarms are the result of sensor or motion artifact and no 

F i a  adjustment is made. If, however, the heart rates 6om the two instruments are about the 

same, a saturation, or desaturation; has occurred. In this case, nursery staff may wait 10 to 15 
I 

seconds to see if the infant returns to normoxemia. During this period another check is * 
the infant's condition - skm tone is often an indicator of tissue oxygenation. At the discretion.of 

the nurse, an F i a  adjustment is mpde if further episodes occur or SpQ levels appear poor. 
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The above paragraph is a general description of a method for providing oxygen therapy 

requiring several inputs - S p a ,  pulse oximeter heart rate, skin tone, independent heart rate, 

patient motion, previous ocdtlrrences, etc. The essence of this type of control is to maintain 

normoxemia (90% to 95%) rather than a specific set point. Manual control for the three test 

scripts described in Chapter 3 will mimic th nursery staff. Baby 1 is a very stable infant and its 

FiQ will be set at 30% for the entire experiment; motion artifacts will be ignored as will small 

changes in S p a .  Baby 2, similar to Baby I ,  will require no FiQ ad~ustments from its 35% 

setting. The physiology of Baby 3 changes halfway through the experiment as its oxygen 

dissociation curve shifts right. A resulting decreased oxygen affinity requires that the FiQ 

value, which started at 32%, be slightly increased to 35% a few minutes the event. 

1 
Should the test scripts have a requirement for more manual adjustments? Perhaps, but the 

end result, in manual mode, would be the same. In response to the programmed manual 

adjustments, the neonatal model would spend most of its time in norrnoxemia. The automatic 

controllers would react to S p a  changes outside norrnoxemia in a similar fashion to S p a  

changes within. 

4.3 PID Control 

Classic feedback control methodology can be applied to Saa, control as was done by Taube 
7 

(1989). His controller is based on a first order model of the system which consists of a non- 

ventilated neonate in an ailoxygen filled incubator. This resulted in a simple system with, 
- 

understandably, a large lag. Taube's work is biased by the fact that most non-ventdated 



neonates tend to be quite stable. Ln other words, his controller was applied to a relatively stable 

system where the neonate's oxygen transport system acted in a linear fashion; i-e. their SpQ 
- 

set points were far from the "knee" of the oxygen dissociation curve. 'This thesis is focused on 

ventilated low birth weight neonates who tend to be unstable with target S p a  values close to 

the "knee" of the dissociation curve. 

4 

The neonate model developed in Chapter 3 is non-linear as illustrated in Figure 27. This 

diagram presents the model's opehlsgp step responses to 10% FiQ increments at time 200 

and 350 seconds (steps 1 and 2) plus 10% FiQ decrements at 500 and 650 seconds (steps 3 

and 4). In t h  test, the riTiode1 is set up with only a-20% pulmonary (S3) shunt. Note that the 
F 

first positive response i5 a 15% Sa@ increase while the second is only 5%. Time constants are 
9- 

quite different: 40 seconds for step 1; 15 seconds for step 2; 40 seconds for step 3; 40 seconds 

for step 4. These ddferences can be explained by the effect of the PvQ level (partd pressure of 

oxygen in blood returning to the lungs). Before step 1 begins, the model has a 21% FiQ 

resulting in very low SpQ and SvQ values. When the 10% F i a  occurs, the PA@ value 

(alveolar oxygeri partd pressure) becomes much higher than the PvQ. This high pressure 

drives oxygen into the system quickly, increasing the Pa@ and SaQ values and, with a total 

transport time of about 10 seconds, the PV& and S v a  levels as well. The second-step gives a 

snnilar initd response, but a saturation point is reached in about 20 seconds resulting in what 

appears to be a fast time constant. When an FiQ decrease is implemented at step 3, the model 

is fully saturated at 97% and the sudden drop in PA02 can only be accommodated by two 

mechanisms - oxygen metabokm at the tissue and via the lungs at exhale. If the new PAQ 



value is still higher than the Pv02 then oxygen will not be exhaled and so, it appears that the 

4 

rate of desaturation is controlled by the 02 consumption rate. 

time in seconds 

Figure 27. Open Loop Step Responses - 10% FiOz increments occur at 200 and 350 
secoruh; 10% Fi02 decrements occur at 500 and 650 secondr. This figure illustrates the non- 
lirzearity of the oxygen transport system and shows that, depending on the SaO2 levels, similar 
FiO? incrernentsldecrements do not result in the same response. 

Equations (4.1) and (4.2) define the feedback value, u(t), asSa function of the error, e, its 
- 

integral and derivative. 

where: 



The step responses in Figure 27 can be used to design the PID controller. Franklin (1986) 
Q 

suggests a simple method where the general slope and system lag illustrated by a step response 

can be used to set the PID gains. Figure 28 is a simplified diagram of a generic system open 

loop step response. The PID gains can be calculated as follows: 

slope R = Wtr = reaction rate 

- C 

L = lag tr 

Figure 28. Generic System Response - modifiedflom Franklin GF. Feedback Control of 
Dynumic S y s t m .  Addison- Wesley, Don Mills, Ontario, 1986, p. 104. 

From a detailed plot of Figure 27, the parameters R and L where extracted and applied to 

equations (4.3, (4.6) and (4.7) to produce Table V. With the exception of step 3, Table V 

suggests that average gains of (1.00, 0.100 and 2.5) for (Kp, Ki and Kd) would provide 

adequate controL This controller, however, would be slow to respond to SaQ drops within the 

90% tb 95% range since Table V suggests gains three times larger for this region. Since the 



region in question is norrnoxemia, the proposed average values are acceptable. E we plotted a 

histogram representing prcent of time spent by the closed loop system at'sp@ values &om 0 

to 100, this controller should give a peak at the target (set to a point in nomxernia) with a 

slight hyperoxic skew. 

Table V. PID Gains from Own Loop Step Responses 

In 1993 the author used various PID gains in clinical triaLs for his prototype controller 

(Morozoff, 1994). A review of the data suggested that, empirically, the best gains were (1.750, 

0.164, 0.1094) for (Kp, Ki, Kd). These values agree with those suggested by Franklin's 
s 

method (see Table V) with the exception of the differential gain: Kd. The author found that this 

gain must be dropped an order of magnitude to reduce the effect of motion artifact. 
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Figure 29. PID Controller SIMULINK Implementation 

A PID controller was designed using the empirical gains (Kp = 1.750, Ki  = 0.164, Kd = 

0.1094) and is illustrated in Figure 29. Included in this diagram is the integrator anti-windup 
. .. 

mechanism which was implemented in the prototype PID controller. Since the airloxygen 

blender has a limited range of 0.21 to 1.00 it saturates often. When this occurs, the anti-windup 

circuit turns the integration off. The input to the controller, as with the prototype, is filtered 

using a low pass first order filter with a 3.2 second time constant. Figure 30 represents the 

system's filtered S p a  response (with the PID controller) to a 2% target increase at 250 

seconds and a 2% dec~ease at 300 seconds. It shows a reasonable response with a 25% 

overshoot (Mpc), 15 second rise time (b) and 75 second settling time (t,). The associated FiQ 

output is relatively smooth. Overshoot is the maximum percentage of a step change the system 

transient by-passes its final value. The rise time is defined as the time that the system takes to 

cover the 10% to 90% range of a step change. Settling timi will be defined as the time a 

system takes to settle to within +I- 5% of its final value after a step change. 
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Figure 30. PID Controller Step Response - 2% target increment at 25 and 2% 
target decrement at 400 seconds. Top graph is filtered SpOr% and lowr  

4.4 Fuzzy Logic Control 

4.4.1 Introduction % 

Fuzzy logic theory uses multi-valued logic and probability theory as a means of quantlfyng 

statements which4ave a q u w g  nature. It was first developed by Zadeh (1 965: 1973: 1975) 
- h 
h 

who proposed a degree of membership in sets, rather than a strict (truelfalse) membership. 

Using his methods, the q u w g  statement "error is large" can be quantified by a membership 

function, Ul,,(error), which returns a value from 0 to 1 for the linguistic variable "error". This 

is in contrast with classic binary logic membership which would return a value of 0 or 1 (false 

or true respectively). A crisp set is strictly defined - members of a population are either in the 



set or not in the set. A fuzzy set, however, is not as strictly defined; members of a population 

belong to the fuzzy set to a degree ahd that degree is defined by a membership function which 

returns a value between 0.0 and 1 .O. 

Combinatory fuzzy logic can be implemen?ed using maximum and minimum functions as 
. i 

"AND" and "OR" operators. For example, if we have two linguistic variables, error and 
FL. 

error-rate, &en the statement b 

"(error is large) AND (errorrate is positive)" 

is equivalent to: 

where Ul,,(error) and Up,,(error-rate) are dmbership functions that each return the degree 

of membership (0 to 1)  of its given variable. ' 

Conditional statements, or rules, of the "IF (error is large) THEN (output is small)" format 

can be implemented in two parts. The first part, "IF (error is large)", is defined as the 

antecedent and is the output Pom the membership functions and any associated corhbinatory 

logic. The second part, "THEN (output is small)" is known as the consequence and appears to 

be a membership function. The membershq function of the antecedent is tied to the 

consequence by an implication function. In binary logic, the implication function is "p => q" 

where p and q are either true or false. In fuzzy logic, the linear implication function is of the 

form "0 .5~  => 0.5q"; this means that partial antecedents imply partially. 
5: 



The consequence specifies a fuzzy set to be assigned to the output and the irnplicatim 

function then modifies that fuzzy set to the degree specified by the antecedent. A common 

implication function is the "rninirnum(x, A)" function where x is the antecedent's value (0 to 1) 

and A is a fuzzy set to be assigned in the consequence. The fuzzy set A can be defined as a 

distribution and the fuzzy implication operator, minimurn(x, A), retups A truncated at x. In 

order to implement a series of rules, on6 can aggregate the rule output sets into a single fuzzy 

set. Deffuzification is the process of quantlfylng this aggregate and the centroid location of the 

aggregate fuzzy set is commonly used by software. 
s 

~ ,.* . e 

~ ~ a n i ( 1 9 7 5 )  deviedL a fuGy logic controller to mimic h u m  
- * :. m 

stearn. engine plqt. His work demonstrates the first application 

operator behaviour for a 

of fuzzy logic towards 

implementmg a Eeuristic control algorithm. Sugeno (1985) further explored industrial k z y  
1 

control applications but fuzzy controllers for closed loop drug delivery where not closely 

studied until Ying and Sheppard's work on controlling arterial blood pressure by drug infusio~ 

( 1988: 1992; 1994) and Linken's work on anesthetic gases (1988; 1992; Mason ad &kens 
*f $ 

1994). These tqo areas of fuzzy control have been explored by other researchers (Meier, 1992; 
9 

Oshito, 1994) but%to date, no researchers have published any material about their work on the 

application of a fuzzy logic controller towards oxygen therapy - closed loop oxygen delivery. 

\ What can a fuzzy logic based coritroller offer to neonatal S a a  control that a PID controller 

cannot? There are three areas that adversely affect the P p  coqtroller's per fornee  (time spent 

, near target in nornloxemia): th; non-linearity of the oxygen transport system: its failure 
s 



to ignore sensor and motion artifact; the dynamic nature of the patient's physiology due to drug 

therapy, increased severity of BPD, oxygen affinity change, etc. The last item causes the 

controller to go out of tune and is a problem that may be solved by intelligent control but is 

beyond the scope of this thesis. This section, describes the design of a fuzzy logic controller 
r 

that will attempt to provide improved performance over the PID controller by considering the 

non-linearity of the system and insensitivity to artifact. \ 

4.4.2 Non-Linear Controller 

A common method of implementing a fuzzy controller is to use the error and error rate as 

inputs (Driankov, pp. 103- 144, 1996) which are used to implement a proportional-derivative 

(PD) controller. Error inputs have membershqs associated with the fuzzy sets: positive big 

(PB); positive medium (PM); positive small (PS); zero (20); negative small (NS); negative 

medium (NM); negative big (NB). On first trial, the error rate input had memberships with 

three fuzzy sets - "positive", "zero" and "negative" - but produced an osciUatory unit step 

response so another two sets, "very-positive" and "very-negative" where added by the author. 

The output is an F i a  increment/decrernent which is integrated over time to produce the 

controL Seven fuzzy sets make up the universe to which "Fi02-increment" can have 

membership and include: positive big (PB); positive medium (PM); positive small (PS); zero 

(ZO); negative small (NS); negative medium (NM); negative big (NB). A single rule has the 

form: 

"if (error is PB) and (error-rate is very-positve) then (Fi02-increment is NB)" 
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Table VI is a summary of the 35 rules which make up the control law. The first row and 

column represents the "error-rate" and "error" fuzzy sets respectively; the remaining table 

entries represent the resultanPCFi02-haement" sets. The membership functions for the fuzzy 
-* - ." 

C 

sets associated with the inputs are illustrated in Figure 3 1. Triangular and trapezoidal error 

functions have been used in an effort to reduce computational time. The "error" valu& greater 

than +lo% are all PB and less than - 10% are NB. Since the physiologically significant S a a  

values are within this range, by setting these saturation points, the designer de-emphasises large 

errors by setting a constant gain. Ths is one method of ignoring artifact which tends to be 

outside this region. In other words, error values outside +/- 10% S p a  are suspected as 

artifact. 

The "error-rate" input is sensitized near zero by placing the "positive" and "negative" 

membership functions within +/- 0.5 which is half the total +/- 0.1. The total range of the 

"error-rate" input has been given saturation points since the open loop response of the filtered 

S p a  tends to very slow. 



error  

\ very-negative negat ive  zero  posit ive very-posit ive 

Figure 31. Input Fumy Set Membership Functions 

Figure 32. Output Fuzzy Set Membership Function. 

The range of the output linguistic variable "FiO2_increment", as shown in Figure 32, has 

been nommlrsed so that the overall gain can be set external to the fuzzy controller - a 
Q 

convenient means ofiuning it. Also, note that the positive membership functions cover half the 

range as those of the negative. This a method of implementing the non-linearity of the oxygen 



transport system The slope of the oxygen dissociation curve tends to very small above 

normoxernia but large below implying that negative increments, due to hyperoxemia should be 
'P 

2 - y  . 
large to effect a small SaG decrease. Conversely, positive increment t~~counter-act hypoxia 

i 

should not have to be as large since, due to the steep portion of the curve, s r d l  FiQ 

increments will realise large S a a  increments. . 

Table VL Fi02 increment look-up table for error and error rate. 
4 

- error rate 

error very positive positive zero negative verv negative 

A non-linear fuzzy controller was implemented for the SIMULINK neonatal model 
% 

developed in the previous chapter using MATLAB's Fuzzy Toolbox and is presented in Figure 
% 

33. An anti-windup mechanism was placd around the integrator to account for the blender's 

21% and 100% saturation limits. The gain was set to 1.75 which is the same as used for the 
L . - 



PID controller. Figure 34 presents the controller's response to a target S p a  step increase from 

92% to 94% at 250 seconds and a step decrease back to 92% at 400 seconds. 

I 

Table W compares the kansient responses of the PID and FL controllers with respect to the 

responses plotted in Figures 30 and 34. For a positive response, the FL controller is over- 

damped with no overshoot. This is an attempt to get the controller to respond quickly to 

* hypoxemia, with limited oscillation. The FL controller's negative response shows a larger 

overshoot and settling time than the PID controller. This feature was designed to bnng the 

neonat; out of hyperoxemia quickly: especially when the FiG levels are falsely saturated at 

.d 100% due to negative artifact. 

norm error 

duldt 

rate norm rate 

\ 

L,+-$ Anti-Windup M~~ . .  

Figure 33. Non-Linear Fuzzy Controller Implementation - input I (in - I)  is the target SpOz 
and input 2 (in - 2) is the filtered SpOr. 

7 .* 
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Figure 34. Fuzzy Controller Response to Step Target Change - 2% change increase in 
target at 250 seconds and a 2% drop at 400 seconds. Sp02 is mtflltered. 

* 

Table VII - Comparisoqof PID and FL Step Responses 

Positive Response Negative Response 

Algorithm M, (%) t, (sec.) t, (see.) M, (%) t, (sec.) t, (sec.) 

PID 25 15. 75 25 15 75 
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4.4.3 Artifact Detection 

Artifact is an erroneous S p a  signal and can cause an automatic controller to react and, in 

turn, drive the patient out of normoxemia. If a controller can correctly detect artifact, it can 

then be programmed to ignore the inputs for the artifact duration. One method of detedting 

artifact is to use the raw (un-filtered) S p a  signal from the pulse oximeter and compare it to 

the filtered SpQ value. Figure 35 shows a positive artifact as the raw S p a  'line; the filtered 

S p a  line is also shown. 

raw Sp02 

time 

_.__..-- _.._.--.-.- .__.-- 
artifact ...- 

filter time constant = 3.2 sec. 

7 
1 

raw Sp02 

w 

Figure 35. Definition of artifact 

4 

The filter's time constant is 3.2 seconds and will be used as the minimum amount of time that 
f t  

the controller will ignore a saturation/desaturation. Since the time constant of the open,loop 

I 
b 

response to a step input has a rangeaof 15 to 55 seconds (Section 4.3). most "true" SpQ 
D 

. 

I 
b 

I 
. filtered Sp02 



adjustments will be tracked by the filter. An artifact, however, has a small time constant (c 0.1 

seconds) and the filter will prevent an immediate jump in SpQ. 

artifact = raw SpQ - fltered SpQ 

Artifact, as defined by equation (4.8) will decay exponentially to about 113 of the total raw 

S p a  value in one time constant. If'we define a linguistic input variable , "artifact", we can give 

it three possible fuzzy sets - "positive-evident", "hot-evident" and "negative-evident" - with ' 

membership functions shown in Figure 36. 

negative-eviden t not-eviden t positive-eviden t 

Figure 36. Artifact Fuzzy Set Membership Functions 

With target SpQ values set in the range of 9045% (normoxemia), the maximum positive 

artifact would be 10% SpQ. After one time constant the artifact would be about 3-4%; the 
q 

, . 
boundary between "not-evident" and "positive-evident" has been set at ths range. The author 

I, 

* 

has chosen -20% S p a  as a minimum negative artifact s h e  70% SpQ (20% below 

normoxemia)-is about the lirmt of a "true" desaturation. After 3.2 seconds, the negative artifact 
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would be about -7% to -8% S p a  and these values have been used to set the boundary- 

between "negative-evident" and "not-evident". 

All previous rides developed in Section 4.4.2 have been augmented by "andwing "(artifact is 

not-evident)" into the combinatory logic of the antecedent. For example, 

"if (error is PB) and (error-rate is very-positive) then (Fi02-increment is NB)" - 

"if (artifact is no t-evident) and (error is PB) and . . . then (FiO2-increment is NB) ". 

Also, for completeness, the following rules were added: a 

"if (artifact is positive-evident ) then (FiO2-increment is 20)" 

"if (artifact is negative-evident) then (FiQ2_i&crement is ZO)" 

Artifact, as a thud input, was a d d 4  to the fuzzy logic controller shown in Figure 37. A test 

script with positive and negative artifact was run on this controller and the resulting S p a  and 

,FiQ plots are illustrated in Figure 38. Artifact has been defined as a four second square puke 
*i 

occurring-every' ten secbnds. Note that the negative-artifact is con$etely ignored (no F i a  
3 .  

adjustment) since its rnaghtude is quite large (-40%). The positive artifact are not completely 
7 
\ 1 
1 

1 
ignpred and the controller eventually falsely drops the Fi@ to its 21% Iower Ib& which 

desaturates the neonatal model. The rate and depth of desaturation are much less than those : 

fiom the controller without artifact detection where the controllei would have driven the EiQ 

setting to 21 % by the end of the second artimct pulse. 
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Figure 37. Fuzzy LO@C Controller with Artifact Ueleftton., . - 
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Figure 38; FLA Controller Maprise to~r t i fact  



A final note of ~akion;~this artifact detgction mhanism was designed and tested using a 

repeating 4 second pulse. In reality d o n  artifact may be. longer and more erratic. Also, 

negative motion artifactiiz:an be coupy-with actual desaturation. If a neonate's heart rate & 
9 

actually erratic and shodng signs of instability or sloiving down, the Sa@ values %will also 

begin to quicuy drop. S iye  the pulse'oximeter triggers on the heart rate, an.erratic heart signal 

will result in the pulse o - W t e r  reporting artifact-like SpG values. These Sp@.valuqs, though 
4 

lower than actual . .  Sa@ values do, however, report the trend of a desaturation and. .in this case, 

should not be 'ignored. -The-purpose of d e s i g ~ g  his artifact detection algorithm was to 

demonstrate the p~tential of such a mechanism using fuzzy logic.. 

4.5 Summary 

- Thks chdpter describes the design of four control algorithms - manual,' PID, fuzzy.l~gic and 
-. 

fuzzy logic with artifact deteckn : each of which will be tested in chapter 5 using the three 
L 

Plednatal model test scripts developed in Chapter 3. Manual control is ch&acteristic: of oxyg& 
_ I e  

-2 

therapy & observed by the author in the nednatal nursery; minimal to no ' ~ i h  adjusttpent a the 

? 
&ant stays w i t h  nomhoxeinia. A Pm contrbiIer was designed lising gains ampitkahy &fined 

> * , 

in the nursery with a protai@<controller built by 'the' author in Drevious vears Thebqgains 

were also vemed-by using the open loo$ sespoh  to step FiC&increme.gts. Fwky logic was 
, - il' 

used to implement a ncm$riear controlkr that ~gaue good response to a step target change.  he - L1 \ - 

non-linearity' of the neonatal' oxqgen transport sxstem mas accomdated by settingQ thk 
-I 

olitput's possible positive hzzy sets to cover ndf the range*of the negative fuzzy sets. ts.l.his .I 
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resulted in positive gains lower-than ne@ve onedas afe',imp&i by the oxygen dissociation - - ,- . 

curve. A &thod of detecting false re*&-artifact, was added to the non-lint& controller. to 

produce the fourth algorithm Artifact is defined as the difference between non-ktered and 
, , 

/ 

filtered S p a  values and-is used as a third input into the fuzzy controller. As long as artifact is 

great- than 4% or less,than -8% S p a ,  the controller will ignore the error and error rate. On 

test data, the controller completely ignored negative artifact and reacted slowly to positive 

artifact. 
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+ 5.9 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION .k I . .I 
~ - . , .  

*. A a "  . - .  . s 

5.1 Introduction 

Four oxygen therapy controllers d&eldped in the previous chapter are applied, to three 
1 

e 

neonatal models designed in Chapter 3. Each neonatal modebrepresents one hour bf behaviour 

for a specific type of idant and each is c h a r a c t e a  by motion artifact;. shuntirig and, in ope ' 
L , .  

- model, an dissociation c&e shift. The and ygnitude of these even& are identical 
2 

- for the four tests- performed on each model Figure 39' p r e k t s  the closed loop test 

environment. Three controllers, PID, fuzzy logic (FL) and fuzzy logic with motion artifact 

( K A )  g e  shown and along the bottom is the data harvestin; mechanism in the lower iight of 
Y 

.. . 

Figure 39 the event control functions for each neonate type b e  presented. An inhia@ation 
..c 

rourine, ''initep~l .m", (see Appendix C) must be run before the simulation ii started. Minimum . ' 

step size is set to 0.005 and the Gdams/Gear method* 6 selected for numerical integration. , \ 

. " - ,  
L 9 

. A  target value of 92% S p a  was chosen by the author for all I,? experiments. ~b;rmoxem&, - 
i .  

for this discussion, will, be defined as S p a  betwein 90% and 95%: The target is jist below tM ' 

_ ' ,  - % 

, meanof normoxernia, r&h-esentative of a clinical tkget value. 
I 

For each expe-nt, with the exception a /  bf mank~J mode, SpQ and Pi@ values, sampled at .. 
3 .  

I Hz. are plotted. The @st 200 seconds of each experiment is ignored since it cont'&s tie 
: 1' 

start-up transient. A  h o g r a m  representing h e  pixcentages of kxperiment dyrko6 spent at ' 
1 > 

SpQ values is also used as a grafihical representation of the? controller's perkormance. .% F " r  d 

Qualitatively speaIung,' good performance is* represented by a tigHt distribution, on the - 
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h ~ o g a r n  with a largeape& at the 92% S p a  target. A method of quantlfymg the target + 

performance and comparing controllers is to look at the percentages of time spent by each at 

+/- 0.5% S p a  of target (defined as "at target") and +/- 1.5% of target (defined as "close to 
Q 

target"). Higher values of each generally imply higher target performance. @ 

The purpose of manual mode is to model oxygen therapy as it would be applied in the clinical 

setting where the purpose is to maintain normoxemia rather than a specific target S p a .  A 

comparison betwe& manual mode and the automatic controllers, with respect to at target, 

close to target, or normoxemia, may not be completely valid for this reason. 
1 

In some sense, for the Baby 1 and 2 models, m u d  mode is representative of an open loop 

, or fixed input system since no FiQ adjustments are made during their tespective experiments. 
1 

The author has chosen to ILst the manual mode "at target" and "close to target" percentages in 

the results table for completeness and as a mechanism for limited comparison. Along thk 

theme. the percentages of experiment duration hypoxemic (G  90% SpQ), nohoxemic (90% 
'4 

to 95% S p a )  and hyperoxemic (> 95%' S p a )  are tabulated even though the automatic 

controllers- were not directly ckQned to maintain normoxemia. The general point of 

comparison will be how one control algorithm effects another's standard. 
f 

-'+ . 
, This chapter presents and discuses the' results from each controller's application to each 

% - 

neonatal model - Baby 1, Baby 2 and Baby 3. The overall perfo&ce of the controllers is 

then prewnted and diwussed. 
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5.2 Baby 1 Model 
P 

Baby 1 model represents a relatively stable neonate, starting out with a 20% pulmonary shunt 

b 

(S3) which increases 10% every 20 minutes as shown in Figure 40. This model, however, - 
represents an active infant; positive and negative motion artifact are frequent but their pattern ,is 

repeated every 20 minutes as shown in the SpQ plot for manual mode (Figure 41). This is 

unrealistic blPt provides us with feedback on the controller and model response to artifact at 

three separate levels of pulmonary shunt. In this diagram one can also see the step Spa- drops 

at 1200 and 2400 seconds iri response to the 10% S3 shunt step increases. F i a  is maintained 



at 30% and the resulting S p a  histogram is presented in Figure 42. The histogram d&tripution 
--A --..- 

i5 broad but shows an infant model that spends almost 90% of--.its time in normoxernia 

- (assuming that the infant is Normoxemic during artifact). 
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Figure 40. Baby 1 Model Disturbances 
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Figures 43,44 and 45 represent the PID controllers SpQ plot, FiQ plot and SpQ hktograin 

for Baby 1. The FiQ plo~ shows the' controller's false reaction to artifact by driving the blender 
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to its saturation points. This results in the saturation and desaturations shown after the artifact 

events in the S p a  plot. The distribution in the SpQ histogram haS a large peak at target but 

also some time is spent in hyperoxemia. Note, from the S p a  plot, that as the S3 shunt 

increases, the overshoot decreases since the maximum S p a  value drops. Unfortunately, a 

reduction in ovefshoot does not improve the situation because coupled with this behaviour is 

an increase in the timeconstant (see section 4.3 for a discussion of this feature). 

S p a  plot, F i a  plot and S p a  histogram for the fuzzy logic (FL) controller are shown in 

Figures 46, 47 and 48 respectively. The\ FiG plot, Me that of the PID controller shows the 
2 * 

false reaction to artifact but, in the case e FL controller, it does not reach the blender's 

upper limit. ThLs is due to the ;on-bear mechanism in th~s controller which produces positive 
. . 

increments at almost half the value of negative ones (see Section 4.4.2). The ~ p b ? ,  hstogram 

illustrates a very good distribution. 

Data from the fuzzy logic controller with artifact detection (FLA) is presented in Figures 49, 
9 

50 and 5 1. The S p a  plot shows a very well regulated system with minor desaturations due to 
# 

3aduated false responses to positive motion artifact. The F i a  plot, Figure 50, shows a small 

F i a  bandwidth with the average stepping from 28% to 30% to 32% in response to the 10% 

S3 shunt increases at 1200 and 2400 seconds. These averages confirm that 30% for manual 

mode is a realistic value. A large peak, about 45% of experiment duration, is defined in Figure 

51, the S p a  hrstogram. Ignoring the artifact time (at 80% and 100%) no time is spent in 

hyperoxemia and only about 5% of the experiment duration is spent in hypoxemia. ,a2 , 2% -: 
-d 
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Table WH s-s the controllers' target performance by listing the percentages of 
i 

experiment time spent at +/- 0.5% S p a  of target and +/- 1.5% S p a  of target. From this table, 
f 

ih terms of at target, the FL and FLA controllers provide a the best improvement of 

performance over PID and m m a l  modes. In the wider error band: +I- 1.5% S p a  of target, 
I 

the FLA controller provides a 20% experiment duration improve'ment in target performance 
v 

over PID control. For Baby 1, the FLA coatroller provides the best target performance. Table H 

IX lists the nomxemic performance of the controllers. The PID controller has the largest 

percent of experiment duration hyperoxernic as a result of its slow returnfrom artifakt invoked 

saturation. The FLA controller has the best narrnoxemic performance. 

Table VIIL Target Performance of Controllers on Baby 1 - model is-relatively stable but 
bus many varied motion artifacts. Initial 20% S3 shunt d q r a d a  10% every 20'minute.s. 

Controller 
. . % of experiment duration 

Manual 22.44 

PID , 39.50 63.03 

1 

FL 45.44 76.26 

- 1 

FLA 46.59 82.74 



=. 
Fable aLNormoxemic Perlormame of Controllers on Baby 1 

Controller % of experiment duration 
-j. 

t 
Hypoxemic Normoxernic Hyperoxemic 

Manual 12.88 87.12 0 e 

PID 3.35 

FLA 5.18 94.82 0 



Baby 1 Sp02 Data - Manual Control 
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Figure 41. Baby 1 SpOz Plot - Manual Control 
a 



Baby 1 Sp02 Hist~gram - Manual Control 

Figure 42. Baby 1 pOz Histogram - Manual Control - mean = 90.48% SpOr; stunclurd 
deviution = 1,13% 

I -. 
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Baby Sp02 F Data - PID Fontrol 
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Figure 43. Baby 1 SpOl Plot - PID control 



Baby 1 Fi02 Data - PID Control . 
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Figure 44. Baby 1 FiOiPht-; P 
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Baby 1 Sp02 Histogram -. PID Control 

f 
Figure 45. Baby I Sp02 Histogram - VID Control - mean = 92.77% SpO?; sturulrrrd 
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Baby 1 Sp02 Data - Fuzzy Logic Control 
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Figure 46. Baby I Sp02 Plot - IZL Control 
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Baby 1 Fi02 Data - Fuzzy Logic Control 
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Figure 47. Baby 1 FiOz Plot - FL Control 



Baby 1 SpO 
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figure 48. Baby I SpOz Histogram - FL Control - nzeun = 9 I .44% SpO?; stunclard 
deviation = 1.83% SpO?. 



Baby 1 Sp02 Data - Fuzzy Control with Artifact Detection 
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Figure 49. Baby I Sp02 Plot - FLA Control 



Baby 1 Fi02 Data - Fuzzy Control with Artifact Detection 
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Figure 50. ~ a b y  1 Fi02 Plot- F'LA Cont ml 
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Baby 1 Sp02 Histogram - Fuzzy Control with Artifact Depction 
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Figure 51. Baby 1 Sp02 Histogram - F L A  Control - mean = 91.3% SpO2; stutuiur-d 
deviation = 0.88% SpO.. 



5.3 Baby 2 Model 

This model represents a neonate with varying pulmonary (S3) and cardiac (S2) shunts which 

are summarisecI in Figure 52. After the &st 260 seconds of transient activity, the 53 shunt is 

held at 30% while an S2 shunt is varied from 5% to 20% in 60 second bursts. A few motion . 

artifacts are enabled/disabled for the period of 1000 to 2000 seconds. Between the times of 

2000 and 3500 seconds various combinations of shunting and motion artifact are produced; 

notably at 2150 seconds. the S3 shunt is increased from 20% to 30% (with ~i shunt held at 

20%) while a positive artifact is produced. This event shduld cause the automatic controllers to 

drop the FiG while the model's S a G  is actually. dropping, a m p b n g  the severity of the 

desaturation. At 2540 seconds, the S3 shunt is reduced to 10% 'from 30% (with the S2 shunt 

held at 5%) while a negative artifact is produced. ThLs event should cause the automatic 

controllers to falsely increase the FiQ while S a a  levels are increasing - arnpllfyng 

hyperoxernia. The final 210 seconds of the test represent 30 second periods of S2 shunting 

between 5% and 20% _wjth an S3 shunt of 30%. In summary, th~s  model represents an unstable 

neonate that is relatively inactive. 

Figures 53 and 54 represent the manual mode S p a  plot and histogram respectively. The 

FiQ was held at 35% for the duration of the experiment and the Spa, histogram shows a two 

peaked SpQ distribution. The largest peak iq at the target and only a slight amount of time is 

spent hyperoxemic. Generally, this infant stayed in normoxemia for at least 95% of the test. 



PID controller output is illustrated in Figures 55, 56 and 57. The SpQ plot shows a high 
.. 

overshoot in reaction to the artifact. It also shows that the frequent shunting between 300 and 
- 

1000 seconds and at the end of the experiment cannot be regulated well by the PID controller. 

The FiG plot in Figure 56 shows the controller pushing the blender to its limits in response to 

motion artifact. The S p a  distribution shown in Figure 57, however, is quite good with a large 

peak at target and tight distribution. 
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Figure 52. Baby 2 Model Disturbances 



The fuzzy logic controller Spa, plot in Figure 58 is much better than the PID's SpLX, plot. It 

appears to the author that the FL controller tracked the frequent shunting and did not h v e  the 

blender to its upper limit as a result of negative artifact. Also note, from Figure 59, the F i a  

plot, that the FL controller is quicker to return from a high FiQ setting than the PID controller. 

An 88% F i a  peak occurs at 1800 skonds as a result of the negative artifact. The FL 

histogram presented in Figure 60 is very tight with over 80% of the experiment duration spent 

within +/- 1.5% S p a  of target. 

SpOl plot. F;@ plot and SpQ histogram for the fuzzy logic controller with arthct detection 

are presented in Figures 6 1. 62 and 63 respectively. Ths controller ignored all negative artifwt 

and so it did not ampMy the severity of the shunting condition at 254) seconds. ALSO, as shown 

in the F i a  plot, the FLA controller did not dnve the blender to 2 15% as the PID and FL 
r 

controllers did. Ths Implies that the reaction to the positive artifact .was not as severe. The 

S p a  histogram shows the best performance of the four controllers with a large peak of 50% 
e 

experiment duration spent within +/- 0.5% SpQ of target. The distribution is very good with 

87% of the experiment duration spent within +/- 1.5% S p a  of target. 

Table X summarises each controller's tafget performance by kiting the percent of its 

experiment duration within +/- 0.5% SpQ and +/- 1.5% SpQ of the 92% .target. The PID 

controller offered improved target performance over manual mode by increasing the time 

within +/- 0.5% S p a  of target by 1% and providing an 11% experiment duration 
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improvement within +/- 1.5% S p a  of target. The FL controller spent 4% less time than PID 

mode within +/- 0.5% SpQ of target but a 2% bbprovement with regards to time spent within 
a - 

'c 

+/- 1.5% S p a  of target. "n., 3 

-- In t e n s  of the data in Table X, and with respect to PID control, the FLA controller 
s 

provided the &st target performance with a 1% increase in tirne spent at target and a 95% 

increase in time spent close to target. The results of normoxemic performance are surnmarised 

in Table XI. The PID and FL controllers spent less tirne nomxemic than manual mode. 

However, the FLA controller provided the best normoxemic and rarget performance. 

8 

Table X. Target Performance of Controllem on Baby 2 - model is relatively urutuhk atd 
has less mtiorz artifuct events than Baby I .  S3 and S2 shunt purcentuges are vuricd. 

B 
Controller % of experiment duration 

+/- 0.5% s p a  

Manual 48.32 
. 

PID . 49.88 

FLA 51.41 89.29 



. Table XI. Normoxernic Performance of Controllers on Baby 2 

Controller % of exuerirnknt duration 

Hwoxemic Nomxemic H~eroxemic 

Manual 0 94.1 8 5.82 

PID .3 3.4 1 91.91 4.68 

FL 7.38 91.14 1.48 

FLA 1.94 98.06 0 



? Baby 2 Sp02 Data - Manual Control 

time In seconds 

Figure 53. Baby 2 SpOz Plot - Manual Control 



Baby 2 Sp02 Histogram - Manual Control 

Figure 54. Baby 2 Sp02 Histogram - Manual Control - nzeun = 92.70 5% Spa?; sturufurd 
deviation = 1.40 % SpO?. 



Babv 2 S ~ 0 2  Data - PID Control 
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Figure 55. Baby 2 SpOr Plot - PID Control 



Baby 2 Fi02 Data - PID Control 
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Figure 56. Baby 2 FiOz Plot - PID Control 



Baby 2 Sp02 Histdgram - PID Control 
r 

Figure SI .  Baby 2 Sp02 Histogram - PID Control - mvun = 92.30% SpO2; sturutard 
deviation = 1 .6/ % SpO?. 
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Figure 58. Baby 2 SpOz Plot - FL Control 



Baby 2 Fi02 Data - Fuzzy Log~c Control 
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Figure 59. Baby 2 FiOz Plot - F'L Control 



Baby 2 Sp02 Histogram - Fuzzy Control 
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Figure 60. Baby 2 Sp02 Histogrrlm - FL Control - meuti = 91.36% SpO:; s tut~hrd 
deviation = I .8l% SpO:. 
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Baby 2 Sp02 Data - Fuzzy Control with Artifact Detection 
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Figure 61. Baby 2 SpOz Plot - F'LA Contrul 



Baby 2 Fi02 Data - Fuzzy Control with Artifact Detection 
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Figure 62. Baby 2 FiOr Plot - FLA Control 
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Baby 2 Sp02 Histogram - Fuzzy Control with Artifact Detection 
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Figure 63. Baby 2 Spot Histogram - 8 l A  Control - meall = 91.54% SpO:: stutukrrd 
dtviutiotl = 0.68% SpO.. 



5.4 Baby 3 Model 

The main feature of this experiment is that the oxygen affinity decreases at 1800 seconds by a 

right shift of the oxygen dissociation curve. The shunting patterns during the first half of the 

3600 second experiment are repeated in the second. These patterns represent an unstable 

infant, stming at 2 0  seconds, with the S3 shunt held at 20% the S2 shunt is toggled between 

10% and 30% at 30 second intervals. At time 460 seconds, the intervals are increased to 60 

seconds until a time of 1 OOO seconds. The period is then reduced to 15 seconds from tirne 1075 

to 1300 seconds. F O ~  the next 300 seconds, various S3 and S2 shunting combinations are 

qlernented. At 1600 seconds, motion artifact b produced to mimic physiotherapy, drug 

therapy, blood transfusion, etc., and at 1800 seconds the dissociation curve is right shifted 

to a shape similar to a healthy mfant with mostly adult hemoglobi? in its bloodstream. Figure 

64 summarises the baby 3 model disturbances; 

Figures 65 and 66 are the SpQ manual mode raw data plot and its associated histogram 

respectively. The hiistogam shows that even though the model spent 25% of its tirne within +/- 

0.5% S p a  of tarEet, the model was in nomxemia for at least 95% of the experiment 

, duration. 

PID control data f?om the Baby 3 experiment is presented in Figures 67, 68 and 69 - S p a  , 

plot, FiO?, plot and S p a  histogram respectively. The S p a  plot shows the controller's inability 

to regufite the pulsed shunt conditions characteristic of this model. The motion artifact also 

drives the controller's output to both saturation points as shown in the FiQ plot. Also, note 
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that the outputs are lower before the Q dissociation curve shift. This makes sense since at a 
a. 

higher Q affinity, oxygen bonds more readily to hemglob& (ie. at lower PaQ levels). PID 

control resulted in a defined peak but a slight hyperoxic skew as shown in the histogram plot. 
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Figure 64. Baby 3 Model Disturbances - 0 2  shift of 1.0 represents an it~creasp it2 0 2  , 
afJitzity. 
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The non-linear fuzzy logic S p a  plot, Figure 70, shows the pulsed shunt disturbances but 

they are not as large as those for manual or PID control. Reviewing the FL controller plot, 

Figure 7 1, shows a very fast response to the S p a  flupuations as compared to the exponential 

'r- 

.shaped responses for the PID controller shown in Figure 68. The FL histogram in Figure 72 is 

very tight but slightly skewed below target. This behaviour is discussed in the previous chapter 

- the FL controller is fast to get close to target but slow to reduce small errors to zero. 

Since the fuzzy logic con~oller with artifact detection is a super-set of the FL controller, its 

response to a model with minimal artifact, like Baby 3, should be similar. The FLA S p a  plot 

in Figure 73 Ls very similar to the FL S p a  plot in Figure 70; the only difference occurs at the 

three motidn artifacts. Two negative artifacts are completely ignored by the FLA controller and 

it drives the model slightly hypoxemic as a result of the single positive motion artifact event. 

This behaviour is also illustrated in the FLA FiQ plot in Figure 74 where&e F i a  .is 4eld ,-.- 
'B 

constant for the negative motion artifact and slowly graduated downwards for positive. Like 

the FL controller, the S p a  histogram in Figure 75 has a large peak slightly below target. 

Table XI1 summarises each controller's target performance. In terms of percent of experiment 
. . 

duration within +I- 0.5% SpQ of target, the FL and FLA controllers were better than PID and 

manual modes. Also, w i t h  +I- 1.5% S p a  of target, the FL controller showed a 3% 
.- :a * 

( e x p e h t  duration) improvement over PID control and the FLA controller improved upon 

PID control by 8%. Table XI11 b t s  the controllers' normoxernk performance and the FLA 

controller provided the best with a 2% experiment duration increase over manual mode. 



Table XII. Target Peflorrnance of Controllers on Baby 3 - model is unsmhle, has three ' 
motion amfacts. Oxygetr afJiniv decreases at 30 minutes. 

Controller % of emeriment duration 

+I- 0.5% S p Q  +/- 1.5% S p a  - 

Manual 25.65 83.12 

PID 38.12 

FL 39.79 

F L A -  40.26 91.15 

> 
Table XIII. Normxemic Performance of Controllers on Baby 3 

Controller % of experiment duration 

Hypoxemic: Nomxemic Hweroxemic 

Manual 3.02 96.98 0 

PID 1.03 93.50 5.47 

FL 2.24 96.55 1.21 

FLA 0.87 99.13 0 
e 



Baby 3 Sp02 Data - Manual Control 
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Figure 65. Baby 3 Sp02 Plot - Manual Control 



Baby 3 Sp02 Histogram - Manual Control 
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~i~ure-66. Baby 3 Sp02 Histogram - Manual Control - rneurr = 91.88% SpOl; stur~durd 
deviation = 1 .  I-?-% SpO?. 



Baby 3 Sp02 Data - PID Control 
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Figure 67. Baby 3 Sp02 Plot - PID Control 



Baby 3 Fi02 Data - PID Control 
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Figure 68. Baby 3 Fi02 Plot - PID Control 
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Baby 3 Sp02 Histogram - PID Control 
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Figure 69. Baby 3 Sp02 Histogram - PID Control - mvun = 92.24% SpO:; sturzhrd 
hiation = I .40% SpO?. 



Baby 3 Sp02 Data - Fuzzy Logic Control 
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Figure 70. Baby 3 SpOz Plot - FL Control 
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Baby 3 Fi02 Data - Fuzzy Logic Control 
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Fig& 71. Baby 3 Fi02 Plot - FL Control 



Baby 3 Sp02 Histogram - Fuzzy Logic Control 
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Figure 72. Baby 3 Sp02 Histogram - FL Control - mean = 9 I A6% Sp02; stunrkrrd 
deviation = 1.33 5% SpOr. 



Baby 3 Sp02 bata - Fuzzy Control with Artifact Detection 
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Figure 73. Baby 3 Spot Plot - FLA Control 



Baby 3 Fi02 Data - Fuzzy Control with Artifact Detection 
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Figure 74. Baby 3 Fi02 Plot - FLA Control 



Baby 3 ~ p 0 2  Histogram - F1!zzy Control with Artifact Detection 
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Figure 75. Baby 3 Spot Histogram - FLA Control - mean = 91.46% SpO?; standard 
hiat ion  = 0.66% $ 0 1 .  



5.5 Total Controller Performance. 

, 

Table XIV lists the average target performance ef the conhllers and is produced by 
14 

averaging the percents of experiment duration speritat +/- 0.5% and +/- 1.5% Spa, of target. 

The automatic controllers provided an improved target performance over manual mode with 

the FLA controller providing the best. Listed in Table XV are the average nomoxemk 

performance,s ad the FLA controller B best. Note that the Pn) controller, on average, did not 

improve normoxemic performance over manual mode but with regards to target performance it 

did. This implies that the P D  controller's fhse response to art8a:t caused it to push the model 
&~ - A'" -3 

out of normoxemia and, after the artifact, quickly back to target. The Baby 1 model had many 

artifact events and the PID nomxemic performance is the worst of all four modes. The fuzzy 

k 

logic controller provided, on average better target &d nomoxemic performance than the PID 

coniroller and was as good as manual modes. Overall, the fuzzy logic controller with artifact 

detection provided the best target and nomxemic performance. 

C 

Table XIV. Average Target Performance of Controllers 

Controller % of experiment duration 

I Manual . 32.14 68.70 

PID 42.50 75.64 

FLA 46.08 87.73 



Table XV. Average Normoxemic Performance of Controllers 

Controller % of experiment duration 

H moxemic Nomxemic Hmeroxemic 

Manual 5.30 

PID 2.60 

FL 5.72 

FLA 2.66 97.34 0 

The FLA controller was within +/- 0.5% S p a  of target 13.94% longer than manual mode 
4- 2- 

rC 

and, over 3 hours, t b  represents an extra 25.09 minutes. Over a 24 hour period we would get 

an extra 200.74 minutes (>3 hours) closer to target than manual mode. Looking at 

performance in terms of +/- 1.5% SpQ of target, the FLA controller was better than manual 

mode, on average, by 19.03% which over'a 3 hour period translates into 34.25 minutes of 

unproved Q therapy. This means that for a 24 hour period, the FLA controller may keep the 

models within +/- 1.5% of target 274.03 minutes (4.5 hours) moie than manual mode. If the 

model was run for two weeks - a, therapy is often required on infants for thk period - the 

model under FLA control would stay within +/- k.5% SpQ of target 63.94 hours (2.66 days) 
.# 

more than that of manual mode. Of course, one would have to assume that the baby retained 

the physiological behaviour of only the three models during' this. period. With respect to 

nomxemic performance, the FLA controller spent 4.58% more time in nomxemia than 

manual mode. Tlus translates to an extra 65.95 minutes per day. or 15.39 hours per two weeks. 



Manual mode tends to keep the infant in normoxernia for a large (>90%) duration of the 0 2  

* 

therapy session. The SpQ histograms show two trends. If the model is at target (within +/- 

0.5% S p a )  most of the time in ryanual control, as in Baby 2, the automatic controllers will 

only slightly increase this time but will tighten the distribution and increase (> 20%) the amount 

of time within +/- 1.5% Sp02 of target. The second trend is shown in Baby 3, a model in which 

manual mode produces a small duration at target but a large portion within +/- 1.5% SpQ of 

target. In this case, the automatic controllers only slightly increase the +/- 1.5% S p a  duration 

but greatly (> 50%) increase the amount of time spent at target. 

The data suggests that the fuzzy logic controllers are better than manual mode at keeping the 

model close to target, but only as good or slightly better at keeping the model in normoxernia.. 

Some readers may propose that, if normoxernia is only required, in the clinical setting, the 

controller is not necessary. The author disagrees with this point for the following reasons: 
t 

$ 

Assistant to Nursery Staff 

The controller can augment manual therapy. Just because, in manual mode, a few Fi02 

increments are required, it doesn't mean that the neonate i5 ignored. Clinical staff must always 

be aware of a neonate's SpQ levels which can be distracting when trying to perform other 

duties. 



Does not Degrade 0 2  Therapy 
r 

The 3 automatic controllers did not make a good situation (patient within normoxernia most 

of the time) worse. This type of performance give the nursery staff confidence in the instrument 
* 

and a wihgness to allow it to manage more labile neonates. 1 

Research in to Specific Sp02 Targets 

Automatic controller can provide a tight error band width around a specific target. Thi.. can 

allow researchers to explore the effect of various S p a  levels. What is an optimal S p a  setting? - 

Should Sp02 set points be shifted with changes in a patient's condition'! Can specific SpQ 

levels be.correlated with BPD, ROP, etc.? These are ody a few of the types of questions that 

can be explored using automatic oxygen therapy. - 

Labile Babies 

The neonatal models presented in thls thesis are representative of stable and unstable infmts 

that generally stay within normoxemia. What about infants that are constantly swinging in and - - 
. * 

out of normoxemia'! The PID controller used in this thesirwas validated previously in the 

nursery environment (Morozoff, 1994). The results of this PLD controller showed that it 

performed better (with respect to target and normoxernic performance) than manual Q .therapy 

on stable and labile neonates. Tius implies that the fuzzy logic controllers, since they performed 

better than manual and PID control in the models, may also perform better than the two in the 

chical setting on the same type of patients. 



5.6 Summary 

The four controlleis - manual, PID, fuzzy logic and fuzzy logic with artifact detection - are 

applied to each neonatal modeL SpQ plots, FiQ plots and S p a  histograms for each of the 12 

experiments are presented. At target is defined as target +/- 0.5% S p a .  Close to target is 

defined as target +/- 1.5% SpQ. Target performance is related to the percent of experiment 

duration spent at and close to target. Nomxemic performance is a function of the percent of 

experiment spent in normoxemia - 90% to 95% S p a .  

Fuzzy logic control with artifact detection consistently provided an unprovernent in target 

and normoxemic performance over the ;;her three. Even though manual control provided a 

good distribution of time spent w i t h  normoxemia (90% - 95% SppO?_), the automatic 

controllers unproved either the percent of time spent at or close to target. 

The PID controller provided improved target performance over manual therapy in the 

model and, earlier, in the nursery. Since the fuzzy logic and fuzzy logic with artifact detection 

provided better target and nomxernic performance than the PID controller, the author 

suggests that the fuzzy controllers will perform better than manual mode in the nursery 



6.0 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
< > 

Premature babies are often born with underdeveloped lungs and require the administration of 

elevated levels of oxygen through mechanical ventilation. This process is known as oxygen 

therapy and clinical staff often use the output signal from a pulse oxirneter, S p a ,  as an indirect 

indicator of tissue oxygenation. A mechanical airloxygen gas blender is used to administer a 

percentage of fractional inspired oxygen, F i a .  Hypoxemia may result when S p a  levels 

indicate low tissue oxygenation and may lead to permanent brain damage if 6equent and 

prolonged. High levels of blood oxygen saturation, as indicated by high S p a ,  may lead to 

bronchopulmonary dysplasia (chronic lung disease) and/or retinopathy of prematurity (retinal 

damage). Nomxemia is a "safe" range of S p a  and may be defined as 90% to 95% 
\ 

saturation. Researchers have produced automatic S p a  controllers but this thesis is the first 

known analysis of one that uses a fuzzy logic based algorithm. 

As oxygen moves 6om the mouth to the lungs its partial pressure drops. At the alveoli it 

diffuses across the lung walls into the pulmonary capillary blood where a small portion is 

dissolved. The majority of the oxygen is bonded to hemoglobin, related to the partial pressure 
-'- -. 

of 02 in the blood by the oxygen dissociation curve. The S a a ,  or blood oxygen saturation, is a 

measure that indicates the percentage of total hemoglobin bonded with oxygen. A computer 

model of ttus oxygen transport system was developed and contains a 4 compartment 

respiratory system M e d  to a 13 compartment cardiovascular circuit. The model was first 

developed for an adult and then scaled to represent a neonate using empirical data and 
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mammalian scaling functions. Three one hour supervisory programs were written to represeat 

* .  3 neonate types: Baby 1 - stable but active; Baby 2 - unstable and not active; Baby 3 - unstable, 
9 

' . --%--, 
3 ' 

h ' not active and changing oxygen affinity. 

Four controllers were developed - manual, PID, fuzzy logic (FL) and fuzzy logic with artifact 

detection (FLA). Manual mode was designed to represent actual clinical oxygen therapy where 

the emphasis is on keeping the infant within normoxernia rather than at a specific target. The 

PID controller gains were set from empirical values that were also confirmed by the literature. 

A non-hear fuzzy logic controller was developed around 35 rules. It uses two inputs, "error" 

and "error-rate" to formulate a single output, "Fi02_increment", which is integrated to 

C 
produce an Fi@ setting for the blender. The fuzzy logic controller with artifact detection 

consists of the FL controller augmented with a third input, " ~ d c t " ,  which is defined as the . 

difference between the filtered and non-filtered SpQ signals. When "artifact" LS detected 

(greater than 3% to 4% or less than -7% to -8%), the FLA controller ignores the inputs and 

makes no Fi02 adjustments until the "artifact" is not evident. 

Each control algorithm was 

data showed that the fuzzy 

\ 

applied to each of the three neonatal dek and the resulting 3" 
logic controller with artifact detection provided the best 

performance. Target performance is measured by the percent of experiment duration at target 

(+I- 0.5% S p a )  and close to target (+I- 1.5% S p a ) .  These were increased, on average, by - 
12% and 13% respectively by the automatic controllers over manual mode. The PID controller 

produced better target performance manual control and the fuzzy logic controller was better 



. - 
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than both. Applied to a neonatal model with minimal artifact, the FLA controller provided, 

understandably, only, a minor target performance improvement aver the FL controller. 

Normoxemic $eko&ce is measured by the percent of experiment dtmtion which the model 
-* 

stays w i t h  normoxemia [m% to 95% SpQ). The PID controller on average, provided a 
0 

slightly worse nomxemic performance than manual d d e .  Fuzzy logic control had as good a 
> 

normoxemic-performance as manual mode and the FLA controller was better than both. In 
0, 

summary, the fuzzy logic controller with artifact detektion provided the best target and 

normoxemic performance on all three neonatal models. $ 

The PID controller is, based on one that produced good results - better target and 

normoxemic performance than manual control - in the clhcal &&g on a variety of neonates. 
%,- 

Since the fuzzy logic controllers were better than the PID controller on the models. the author 

suggests that they may also perform better than manual mode in the nursery. 

The controllers developed in this these can drily be as good as the model. For this reason,;he 

author feels that the focus of further development should be on improving the neonatal model. 

The addition of pulsatile blood flow may allow researchers to study the effect of heart rate on 

SaQ and SpQ. If the model was packaged and disseminated to the medical community, 

perhaps medical personnel could produce new and varied test scripts for controller verification. 

Further development of the controller is also required to fine tune the fuzzy logic algorithm 

Perhaps the addition of inputs such as heart rate, motion detection, etc., will improve atifact 



detection. Exploring supervisory and adaptive systems may produce controllers that can adapt 

to a neonates changing physiology. The author also believes that validating the fuzzy 

controllers in the clinical setting may provide further information towards improving both the 

neonatal model and controller algorithms. 



Appendix A. Neonatal Model ~ n i t i a l i s a t i o ~ ~ r a m  



57 Initnn 1 .m - nn 1 .m initialization program 
57, S ~ e t .  16, 1996 
Ic run this m-file before running the sirnulink program 
% 
Ic This model is built from two sub-systems, the fmt is the pulmonary model and 
% is based on the pulm 1 .m file. The second is the blood circuation system. It is 
% different from earlier versions in that this model uses the Sv02 
% value in its control loop. It also uses a default 10% shunt across the lungs to 
% represent the pressure drop there. With the 0 2  consumption set at about 20% 
% we get Sa02 = 96% and Sv02 = 77% 
%, 
I( "ml  .m" is essentually the same as "pulmcd3.m" except that this model has 
% been altered to accomadate a neonates physiology. Key parameters include 
%, breathing rate, lung volume, compliance. resistance, heart rate, blood 
% velocity. cardiac chamber sizes. etc. 

5% the following are global variables that are effected by shunting conditions 
57. 
%, SHUNT- 1 SHUNT-2 SHUNT-3 

% The following consmts &e used with the neonatal pulmonary model 
% 
R mouth compartment 
Rl = 14.62; 
C 1 = O.Oo(N 13; 
%R1 = 1.0; 
TIC 1 = 0.00 1 ; 
Q 1 U = 0.790; 
Q l lC = 0.792; 
invCI = IIC1; 
invRl= 1/R1; 

%. wxhea compartment 
R2 = 4.825; 
C2 = 0.00004; 
%R2 = 0.33: 
%C2 = 0.002; 
Q2U = 0.160; 
Q2IC = 0.193; 
invC2 = lIC2; 
invR2 = 1/R2; 

7% bronchi compartment 
R3 = 4.385; 
C3 = 0.00013; 
%R3 = 0.3; 
%C3 = 0.007; 
Q3U = 0.350; 
Q3IC = 0.494; 
invC3 = 1lC3; 
invR3 = 1R3; 



5% alveoli compartment 
R4 = 1.17; 
c 4  = 0.002; 
%R4 = 0.08; 
%C4 = 0.100; 
~ 4 f =  7.87; 
Q4IC = 10; 
invC4 = 1/C4; 
invR4 = 1R4: 

% The following constants are used with the pulmonary adult model 
5% 
9% mouth compchnent 
Ir R1 = 1.0; 
Ir Cl = 0.0013: 
% QIU = 40: 
5% Ql IC = 40.325; 
Q invC1 = 1/C1: 
5% invR1 = 1/R1: 

%: trachea compartment 
5% R2 = 0.33; 
9% C2 = 0.004; 
% Q2U = 8: 
?4 Q2IC = 9.8; 
5% invC2 = 1/C2; 
% invR2 = 1/R2; 

Ir bronchi companment 
5% R3 = 0.3; 
Ir C3 = 0.013: 
Ir Q3U = 18: 
% Q3IC = 25; 
'3 invC3 = 1/C3; 
9 invR3 = 1/R3: 

L% alveoli compartment 
9 R4 = 0.08: 
%' C4 = 0.2; 
5% Q4U = 400; 
%, Q4IC = 508; 
Ql invC4 = 1/C4; 
Ir invR4 = 1/R4: 

-"*A 
-; %* 
f %*~ideout's concentration calculations for a 10 compartment model of the 

5% blood circulation system with three shunts - a pulmonary shunt between 
96 compartments DPI and DP2 and two right to left shunts betwecn compartments 
%7and3andOand4 
'z 
5% Note that the input and output flows, FP and FA are small compared to the total 
% blood flow, FB. of the system. FB, for a neonate this is about 16.7 ml/s while the 



7% rate of 0 2  uptake for a 1.5 Kg neonate is about 0.25 mlls. 
% 
'32 See Page 139-149 of his text and see Simulink program ridesim3.m for a schematic 
5% 
Q Compartment 0 => right venaical (mixing) 
92 Compartment 1 => pulmonary artery (mixing) 
Ir Compartment DPI => pulmonary capillaries (delay) 
% Compartment DP2 => pulmonary capillaries (delay) 
5% Compartment 2 => pulmonary vein (mixing) 
5% Compartment 3 => left venmcal (mixing) 
% Compartment 4 => left aorta (mixing) 

\ 

5% compartment 5 => systemic artery (mixing) 
5%'- Compartment 6 => systemic vein (mixing) 
96 Compartment 7 =; right atrium (mixing) 

5% Compartment time constants - they should sum to about 9 seconds 
96 Dawson's book was used to calculate the volumes as a function of 
94 the percentages of adult values. 
5% 

i 

adult~circulation-time = 40.0; 
neonate-circulation-time = 9.0; 

9 time constants are equd to volume/flow 
9% 

9 Volumes in ml. 

global VOLUME-CHAMBER-0: 
global VOLUME-CHAMBER-I; 
global VOLUME-CHAMBER-2; 
global VOLUME-CHAMBER-3; 
global VOLUME-CHAMBER-4: 
global VOLUME-CHAMBER3 
global VOLUME-CHAMBER-6; 
global VOLUME-CHAMBER-7: 
global VOLUMECHAMBER-PC-IN; 
g lobal VOLUME-CHAMBER-PC-OUT: 

'3 neonate values calculated by pro-rating the time constants from adult 
'3 values. From neonate time constants, Volume = T * v  

I 4 VOLUMEICHAMBER-o = 4.68; 
VOLUME-CHAMBER-1 = 9.39; 
VOLUME-CHAMBER-2 = 4.68: -- 
VOLUME-CHAMBER-PC-IN = 9.40: -\ 
VOLUME-CHAMBER-PC-OUT = 9.40: 
VOLUME-CHAMBER3 = 4.68; 
VOLUME-CHAMBER = 28.22; 
VOLUME-CH AMBER-5 = 7.5 1 : 
VSI = 15.03: 

- VS2 = 15.03; 
VOLUME-CHAMBER-6 = 37.58: 



VOLUME-CHAMBER-7 = 4.68; 
VOLUME-CHAMBER-TISSUE = 30.06; % tissue volume 

% adult values 
% VOLUME_CHAMI3ER-O = 1 25; 
% VOLUMECHAMBER-I = 250; 
% VOLUME-CHAMBER-2 = 125; 
Ir> VOLUME-CHAMBER-PC-IN = 250; 
% VOLUME-CHAMBER-PC-OUT = 250; 
% VOLUME-CHAMBER3 = 125; 
% VOLUME-CHAMBERP = 750: 
Ir VOLUME-CHAMBER3 = 200; 
Ir VS 1 = 400: 
5% v s 2  = 400: 
Ir, VOLUME-CHAMBER = 1000: 

VOLUME-CHAMBER? = 125: 
% VOLUME-CHAMBER-TISS UE = 800; % tissue volume 

I, Input frequency 
FREQ = 0.4 17 % neonate at 25 bpm 
9% FREQ = 0.60; % neonate value 36 bpm 
Ir, FREQ = 0.23: %I adult value 
PI = 3.1415927: 
W = 2*PI*FREQ; 
I, Amplitude = 3600; 94 neonate pressure amplitude - too high] 
5% Amplitude = 3000; % neonate pressure amplitude 
Amplitude = 2200: % neonate pressure amplitude - close hut a bit low 
Ir Amplitude = 8 0  % neonate pressure amplitude 
%,Amplitude = 1200; % adult pressure amplitude 
Offset = - 120; 

IrJ fractional neonatal 0 2  v'xiables 

Q I XIC = 0.137; 
Q2XIC = 0.039; 
Q3XIC = 0.090; 
Q4XIC = 1.624: 

I I, f~actional adult 0 2  variables 
57 
Ir QlXIC = 7: 
Ir Q 2 X  = 2.0; 
% Q3XIC = 4.6; 
%' Q4XIC = 83: 

FB = 16.7; % blood flow in ml/sec. 
%FB = 100; 5% adult value 
global MAXX; 
M M  = 0.224; % m a  volume of 0 2  per litre of blood 
%PVX = 40; 5% pumonary venous 0 2  pressure, 8 
%PVX = 45; 
PVX = 35; 



PAT-60; % Atmospheric pressure in mmHg 

% neonate dissociation curve i 
PA02 = [0.0, 1.1.3.66. 12.8, 18.3, 27, 32,37,40.8, 48. 60,300,8001; 
SA02=[0.0,3.0.10, 33, 50, 70.80.85.90. 95, 98,100,1001; 

% pulmcd3.m adult dissociation curve 
J 

% PA02= [0.0,5.0. 10,20,30,40,50.0,60, 80, 100, 150, 200, 3001; 
% SA02 = [0.0,3.0, 10, 33,57,74,85.0,94,96.5, 98, 99.99.5. 1001; 

%I original adult dissociation curve 
%PA02 = [0.0,5.0, 10.20, 30,40,50.0,60,80,90, 100, 150,200, 3001: 
%SA02 = [0.0,3.0, 10,33,57,74,82.5,89,95,96.5, 98, 99.99.5. 1001: 

% Rideout's adult curve 
%PA02 = [0.0, 5.0. 10.20, 30,40,50.0,60, 80.90, 100, 150.2001: 

ca %SA02 = [0.0, 3.0, 10, 33.57.74, 82.5. 89.95.96. 98, 99.99.51: 

74 
Ir Shunts 
% S 1 represents percent of flow divided by 100% that goes from right atrium 
% to left atrium via the foramen ovale => 0.46 in unborn neonate 
74, S2 represents percent of flow divide by 100% that goes from right ventrical 
9 to aorta via the ductus arteriosus => 0.75 in unborn neonate. 
5% S3 represents percent of flow divided by 100% that bypasses the lung or 
Ir goes through un-oxegenated capillaries. 
R 
9 With the addition of shunts, the input flows to chambers change, and thus so 
5% does the time constant. 
'% 
Ir' In~tial or baseline shunts 
C;r, 

global SHUNT-1-BASELINE: 
global SHUNT-2-BASELINE; 
global SHUNT-3-BASELINE: 
SHUNT-1-BASELINE = 0.0; 
SHUNT-2-BASELLNE = 0.0: 
SHUNT-3-BASELINE = 0.1 : 

R times at which shunts change 
%S3_start- 1 = 200; 
TS3-end-1 = 300; 
RS3-shift-l = 0.4; 

global SHUNT-I; 
global SHUNT-2; 
global SHUNT-3: 



% Time constants are a function of input flow T = V/F 
'% 

global FLOW-CHAMBER-0; 
global FLOW-CHAMBER- 1 ; 
global FLOW-CHAMBER-IL; 
global FLOW-CHAMBER-1s; 
global FLOW-CHAMBER-2; 
global FLOW-CHAMBER-3; 
global FLOW-CHAMBER-4; 
global FLOW-CHAMBER3 
global FLOW-CHAMBER-6; 
global FLOW-CHAMBER-7; 
global FLOW-5-GAIN 

FLOW-CHAMBER-4 = FB; 
FLOW-CHAMBERS = FB; 
FLOW-CHAMBER-6 = FB; 
FLOW-CHAMBER-7 = FLOW-CHAMBER-6; 
FLOW-CHAMBER-0 = ( I  -SHUNT-I )*FLOW-CHAMBER-7; 
FLOW-CHAMBER-1 =(1 -SHUNT-~)*FLow-C%AMBER-O; 

I 

+a:-+ FLOW-CHAMBER- I L = ( 1 -SHUNT-3)*FLOW-CHAMBER-I; 
FLOW-CHAMBER-IS = SHUNT-3*FLOW-CHAMBER-I; ' 

FLOW-CHAMBER-2 = FLOW-CHAMBER-I ; 
FLOW-CHAMBER-3 = FLOW-CHAMBER-2 + (SHUNT-I *FLOW-CHAMBER-7); 
FLOW-CHAMBER-4 = FLOW-CHAMBER-3 + (SHUNT-2*FLOW-CHAMBER-0): 
FLOW-5-GAIN = 0.01 *MAXX*FLOW-CHAMBER-1L; 

global TIME-DELAY-PC-IN; 
global TIME-DELAY-PC-OUT; 

TIME-DELAY-PC-IN = VOLUME-CHAMBER-PC-IN/FLOWWCHAMBERR1; RI Pulmonary 
capillary delay 
TIME-DELAY-PC-OUT = VOLUME-CHAMBER-PC-OUTFLOW-CHAMBER-1; 
TO = VOLuME~CHAMBER~o/n,OW~CHAMBER~O; 
T1= VOLUME_CHAMBER~I/n,OW~CHAMBER~I; 
T2 = VOLUME-CHAMBER-WOW-CHAMBER-2; 
T3 = VOLM-CHAMBER-3WW-CHAMBER-3; 
T4 = VOLUME-CHAMBERT4=VoLUME_CHAMBER_4IFLoWCHAMBER_4;4/FLOWWCHAMBER-4; 
TS = VOLUME-CHAMBER-S/FLOW-CHAMBER-5; 
T6 = VOLUME-CHAMBER-6/FLOW-CHAMBER-6; 
T7 = VOLUME-CHAMBERUME7FLOWWCHAMBERER7; 
TI = VOLUME-CHAMBER-TISSUE/FLOW-CHAMBER-5; 

% invert for simulation 
global TIME-CONSTANT-FCOi; 7 

global TIME-CONSTANT-FC 1 i; 
global TIME-CONSTANT-FC2i; 
global TIME-CONSTANT-FC3i; 
global TIME-CONSTANT-Fm; 
global TIME-CONSTANT-FCSi; . ; 

-.- 
-7 

- s-: 



global TIME-CONSTANT-FC6i; 
global TIME-CONSTANT-FC7i; 
global TIME-CONSTANT-FCti; 

a 
TIME-CONSTANT-FCOi = 1,TO; 
TIME-CONSTANT-FCI i = 1n1; 
TIME-CONSTANT-FC2i = 11T2; 
TIME-CONSTANT-FC3i = 1/T3; 
TIME-CONSTANT-FC4i = In4: 
TIME-CONSTANT-FC5i = 1n5; 
TIME-CONSTANT-FC6i = 1n6; 
TIMECONSTANT-FC7i = 1/T7: 
TIME-CONSTANT-FCti = 1nt; 

91 Tissue comp,utment ,- 
9) Oxygen uptake = 10 * BA0.75 (mumin) where B is body weight in Kgm 

%k20 = 24.4 % OK for 70 kg adult with 10% pulmonary shunt (S3) 
5% k20 = FB * 0.2436; % original value 
k20 = FB * 0.10; 
k20i = k20/VOLUME_CHAMBER_TISS UE 

J 
%Rout = k20*PATM/FB; 



Appendix B. Neonatal Model Supervisory Programs 

1 

I 



function [sys, xO] = epml-bl(t,x.u.flag) 

% This S-function takes the time and makes changes to the system model by 
% adjusting the neonates shunting values or adding motion artifact. The 
% duration of the test is one hour (3600 seconds). 

if ahs(flag) == 1 
74 return derivative 
sys = 1; 

elseif abs(flag) = 3 
% return outputs 
if ( u = = 5 0 )  
set-param('epm 1/Neonate/circulation/S3~input','vdue'. '0.20'); 
set-param('epm 1/Neo~te/circulation/S2~input'.'vdue'. '0.00'); 
set-param('epm l/Neonate/circulation/S 1-input','vdue'. '0.00'): 

end; 
i f ( u = = 2 0 0 )  
set-p,m('epm 1/Pulse Oximeter/MA amplitude','gain', '- 1 .0'); 

end; 
if (U == 230) 
set-param('epm l/Pulse Oxirneter/MA amplitude','gain', '0.0'); 

end; 
if (U == 360) 
set-param('epm l/Pulse OximeterNA ,mplitude','gain', ' 1.0'): 

end; 
if (U == 420) 

set-param('epm l/Pulse OximeterNA ,unplitude','gain', '0.0'); 
end; 
i f ( u = = 6 0 0 )  

set-param('epm l/Pulse Oximeter/MA amplitude','gain', '- 1 .O'); 
end; 
if (U == 630) 

set-param('epm l/Pulse OximeterIMA runplitude','gain', '2.0'); 
end; 
if ( U  == 660) 

set-par,m('epm l/Pulse Oximeter/MA amplitude'.'gain', '0.0'); 
end; 
if ( U  == 900) 

set_param('eprnl/Pulse Oximeter/MA ,mplitude','gain', '2.0'); 
end; 
if (U == 930) 

set-panm('epm 11Pulse OximeterNA amplitude'.'gain', '- 1.0'): 
end; 
if ( U  == 960) * 

set-param('epm l/Pulse OximeterNA amplitude','gain'. '0.0'); 
end; 
if (U == 1 100) 
set-param('epm 1/Neonate/c1rculation/S3-input'.'vdue'. '0.30'); 

end; 



end; 
2+ if (U == 1260) 

set-param('epm l/Pulse Oximeter/MA amplitude','gain'. '0.0'); 
end; 
if (U == 1500) 

set-param('epm l/Pulse OximeterMA amplitude','gain', ' 1 .Of); 
end; 
if (U == 1560) 

set-param('epm l/Pulse Oximeter/MA amplitude'.'gain', '0.0'); 
end; 
if ( u~==7800 ) 

set-param('epm l/Pulse OximeterMA arnplitude':gain', '- 1.0'); 
end; 
if (U == 1830) 

set-param('epm l/Pulse OximeterNA amplitude','gain'. '2.0'); 
end; 
if (U == I 860) 

set-param('epm l/Pulse OximeterMA amplitude','gain'. '0.0'); 
end; 

if ( U  == 2100) F 
set-paran('epm l/Pulse OximeterNA amplitude'.'gain'. '2.0'): 

end; 
if (U == 2 130) 

set-param('epm l/Pulse Oximeter/MA amplitude'.'gain'. '- 1.0'); 
end; 
if (U == 2160) 

set-param('epm l/Pulse OximeterMA amplitude1,'gain'. '0.0'); 
end; 
if (U == 2300) 
set-param('epm l/Neonate/circulation/S3-input'.'value'. '0.40'); 

end: 

if ( u =F 2400 ) 
set-param('epm IIPulse Oximeter/MA amplitude','gain'. '- 1.0'); 

end; 
if (U == 2460) 

set-param('epm l/Pulse Oximeter/MA mplitude','gain'. '0.0'); 
end: 
if ( U  == 2700) 

set-param('epm l/Pulse OximeterMA amplitude','gain', '1.0'); 
end: 
if ( U  == 2760) 

set-paramt'epm l/Pulse Oximeter/MA amplitude','gain'. '0.0'); 
end: 
if ( u == 3000) 

set_param('epm 1/Pulse Oximeter/MA amplitude','gain', '- 1.0'): 
end; 
if (U == 3030) 

set-paramt'epm l m h s e  OximeterMA amplitude'.'gain', '2.0'); 
1 end; 

if (U == 3060) 



set-param('epm l/Pulse Oximeter/MA amplitudel,'gain', '0.0'); 
end; 

. . 
if (U == 3300) 
set-param('epm l/Pulse OximeterNA amplitude','gain'. '2.0'); 

end; 
if (U == 3330) 
set-param('epm 1/Pulse OximeterNA amplitude','gain'. '- 1.0'); 

end; 
if (U == 3360) 
set-param('epm I/Pulse OximeterIMA amplitude','gain'. '0.0'); 

end; 

\sys = u; 
elseif flag == 0 

lo return sizes and initial values 
sys = [1.0,1.1.0.1); 

I / /  xi) = 0.1: 
t 

i: else v 

/' 

sys = [ I ;  
end 



function [sys, xO] = epml-b2(t,x,u,flag) 

% This S-function takes the time and makes changes to the system model by 
% adjusting the neonates shunting values or adding motion artifact. The 
% duration of the test is one hour (3600 seconds). 

if abs(flag) == 1 
% return derivative 
sys = 1; 

eiseif abs(flag) --= 3 
5% return outputs 
i f ( u = = 5 0 )  
set-param('epm l/Neol~?te/cuculation/S3-input','value', '0.30'); 
set-param('epm l/Neonate/circulation/S2~input'.'value'. '0.05'); 
set-param('epm l/Neonate/circulation/S 1-input'.'value'. '0.00'); 

end; 
i f ( u = = 2 0 0 )  
set-param('epm 1/Neonate/circulation/S3~input','vdue', '0.10'); 

end; 
i f ( u = = 2 6 0 )  
set-param('epm 1/Neonate/circulation/S3~input','vdue'. '0.30'): 

end; 
i f ( u = = 3 8 U )  

set-param('epm 1/Nec~nate/c1rculation/S2~input','vdue', '0.20'): 
end: 
i f ( u = = 4 4 0 )  

set-pamm('epm 1/Neonate/circulation/S2-inputl.'value'. '0.05'): 
end: 
i f (  u == 560 ) 
set-param('epm l/Neonate/circulation/S2-input'.'value', '0.20'); 

end; 
i f (  u == 590 ) 
set-param('epm l/Neonate/circ~lation/S2~input','value', '0.05'); 

end; 
if ( u == 620 ) 
set_qaram('epm 1/Neonate/circulation/S2~input','vdue'. '0.20'); 

end: 
i f ( u = = 6 8 0 )  
set-param('epm 1/Neonate/cuculation/~2~input','vdue'. '0.05'): 

end; 
i f ( u = = 7 1 0 )  
set-param('epm 1/Neonate/circulation/S2~input','vdue', '0.20'): 

end; 
i f ( u = = 7 7 0 )  

set-param('epm l/Neonate/circuIation/S2-input'.'value', '0.05'): 
end: 
i f ( u = = 8 3 0 )  
set~param('epm1/Neonate/c~culation/S2~input','value'. '0.20'): 

end; 
i f ( u = = 8 6 0 )  
set-param('epm 1/Neonatelcuculation/S22input','value', '0.05'): 

end: 



if ( u  == 1000) 
set-param('epm l/Pulse OximeterIMA amplitude','gain', '- 1 .O1); 
set-param('epm 1/Neonate/c~culation/S2~input'.'value', '0.20'); 

end: 
if (U == 1 060) 
set-param('epm l/Pulse OximeterIMA amplitude','gain', '0.0'); 

end; 
if (U == 1460) 
set-param('epm 1/Pulse OximeterIMA amplitude'.'gain', '- 1.0'): 

end; 
if (U == 1520) 
set-param('epm l/Pulse OximeterIMA amplitude','gain', '0.0'): 

end: 
if (U == 1700) 
set-param('epm l/Pulse OximeterIMA amplitude'.'gain'. ' 1.0'); 

end; 
if ( U  == 1790) 
set-param('epm I/Pulse OximeterIMA amplitude','gain'. '0.0'); 

end; 
i f ( u = = 2 0 0 0 )  
set-param('epm l/Pulse OximeterIMA amplitude'.'gain', ' 1.0'); 
set-param('epm l/Neonate/circulation/S3-input','valuel, '0.10'): 

end: 
if ( U  == 2030) 
set-param('epm I/Pulse Oximeter/MA amplitude'.'gain', '0.0'): 

end: 
if (U == 2 150) 
set-param('epm l/Pulse OximeterIMA amplitude'.'gain'. '- 1.0'); 
set-param('epm l/Neonate/circulation/S 3-input'.'vdue'. '0.30'): 

end: 
if ( U  == 2 180) 

' set-param('epm I/Pulse OximeterRMA amplitude'.'gain', '0.0'): 
end; 
i f ( u = = 2 3 6 0 )  
set-param('epm 1/Nwnate/circulation/S2~input','vdue'. '0.05'); 

end; 

if ( U  == 2540) 
set-param('epm l/Pulse OximererIMA amplirude'.'gain'. '1.0'): 
set-pmn('epm I/Neome/circulation/S3-input'.'vdue'. '0.10'); 

knd: 
. if (U == 2600) 

set-param('epm l/Pulse OximeterIMA amplitude','gain', '0.0'); 
end: 
if (U == 2720) 
set-param('epm 1/Neonate/cuculation/S3~input'.'value', '0.30'): 
set-param('epm l/Neomelcirculation/S2-input','value', '0.20'); 

end; 
if (U == 2960) 
set-pararn('epm l/Pulse OximeterIMA amplitudel,'gain'. '- 1.0'); 



end: 
if (U == 3000) 
set-param('epml/Pulse OximeterNA amplitude'.'gain', '0.0'); 

end; - 
if (q == 3 180) 

set-param('epm l/Pulse OximeterMA amplitude','gain'. ' 1 .Or); 
end; 
if (U == 3210) 
set-param('epm 1/Pulse OximeterNA amplitude','gain'. '0.0'); 

end; 
if (U == 3390) 
set-xmm('eprn l/Neonate/circulation/S2~input','value', '0.05'): 

end; 
if (U == 3420) 
set-param('epm 1/Neo~te/circulation/S2~input','value', '0.20'); 

end; 
if (U == 3450) 
set-param('epm 1/Neonate/circulation/S2~input','value', '0.05'): 

end; 
if (U == 3480) i 

set-param('epm l/Neonate/circulation/S2~input','value'. '0.20'); 
end: 
if (U == 3510) 

' set-param('epm 1/Neonate/circulation/S2~input'.'value', '0.05'); 
end: 
if (U == 3540) 
set-param('epm 1/Neonate/circulation/S2~input','value'. '0.20'); 

end; 

sys = u; 
eLseif flag == 0 

L% return sizes and initial values 
sys = [1,0.1.1.0.1]: 
xo  = 0.1: 

else 
sys = [ I :  

end 



function [sys, xO] = epml-b3(t,x,u3flag) 

% This S-function takes the time and makes changes to the system model by 
% adjusting the neonates shunting values or adding motion artifact. The 
% duration of the test is one hour (3600 seconds). 
global CONTROL-MODE; 

if abs(flag) == 1 
% return derivative 
sys = 1; 

elseif abs(flag) = 3 -9 
96 retum outputs 
i f ( u = =  1 )  
set-param('epm l/Neonate/respiration/alveoli 02/DC'.'Input-Values', 'PA02'. 'Output-Values','SA02'); 

end: 
i f ( u = = 5 0 )  
set-param('epm 1/Neonate/circulation/S3~input','value', '0.20'): 
set-pkun('epm 1/Neonate/circulation/S2~input'.'value', '0.10'); 
set-pm('epm l/Neonate/circulation/S 1-input'.'value'. '0.00'); 

end; ' 

i f ( u = = 2 0 0 )  
set-param('epm 1/Neonate/circulation/S2~input','value'. '0.30'): 

end: 
i f ( u = = 2 3 0 )  
set-pararn('epm 1/Neonate/circulation/S2~input'.'value'. '0.10'); 

end: 
i f ( u = = 2 6 0 )  
set-pm('epm l/Neonate/circulatio 2_input'.'value'. '0.30'): 

end; 
i f ( u = = 2 9 0 )  

'T\ 
set-param('epm 1/Neonate/circulation/S2~input','v,llue', '0.10'); 

end; 
i f ( u = = 3 1 0 )  
set~p~aram('epm1/Neonate/circulation/S22input'.'value'. '0.30'): 

end; 
i f ( u = = 3 4 0 )  

set-param('epm 1/Neonate/circulation/S2~input','value'. '0.10'): 
end: 
i f ( u = = 3 7 0 )  
set-param('epm l/Neonate/circulation/S2~input','value', '0.30'); 

end; 
i f ( u = = 4 0 ( )  
set-param('epm 1~eonate~circulation/S2~input','value'. '0.10'): 

end; 
i f (  u==430)  
set-param('epm l/Neonate/~irculation/S2~input','value', '0.30'); 

end; 

i f ( u = = 4 6 0 )  
set-param('epm 1/Neonate/circulation/S2~input','vdue', '0.10'); 

end: 
i f ( u = = 5 2 0 )  



set-param('epm 1/Neonate/~irculation/S2~inpur'.'value', '0.30'); 
end; 
i f ( u = = 5 8 0 )  

set-param('epm 1/Neonate/circulation/S2~input','value', '0.10'); 
end; 
i f ( u = = 6 4 0 )  
set-param('epm 1/Neonate/circulation/S22input','value'. '0.30'); 

end; 
i f ( u = = 7 0 0 )  
set-param('epm 1/Neo~te/c~culation/S2~input','value', '0.10'); 

end; 
i f ( u = = 7 6 0 )  
set-param('epm 1/Neonate/circulation/S2~input','value'. '0.30'); 

end; 
P 

i f ( u = = 8 2 0 )  
set-param('epm l/Neonate/circulation/S2-inputt.'value'. '0.10'); 

end; 
i f ( u = = 8 8 0 )  
set-param('epm 1/Neonate/circulation/S2~input','value', '0.30'); 

end; 
i f ( u = = 9 4 0 )  
set-param('epm 1/Neonate/circulation/S2~input','value'. '0.10'): 

end; 

i f ( u = =  1075 ) 
se t -pm( 'epm 1/Neonate/circulation/S2~input'.'value'. '0.30'); 

end; 
if ( u == 1090) 

set-param('epm 1/Neomte/circulation/S2~input'.'vdue', '0.10'): 
end; 
i f ( u = =  1105) 
set-param('epm 1/Neomte/cuculation/S2~input','vdue'. '0.30'); 

end; 
if ( u == 1120) 
set-param('epm 1/Neonate/circulation/S2~input','vdue', '0.10'); 

end; 
i f ( u = =  1135) 
set-param('epm l/Neonate/cuculation/S2~input','value', '0.30'); 

end; 
if ( u == 1150) - 
set-param('epm l/Neomte/circu latiodS2-input','vdue'. '0.10'); 

end; 
i f ( u = =  1165) 
set-panm('epm 1/Neonate/cuculation/S2~input','value', '0.30'); 

end; 
if ( u = =  1180) 
set-pm('epm l/Neonate/circulation/S2-input'.'value', '0.10'); 

e ~ d ;  
i f ( u = = 1 1 9 5 )  
set-param('epm 1/Neonate/cucu~n/S2~input','value'. '0.30'); 

end; 
if ( u == 1210) 



set_param('epm 1 /Neonate/circu IationfS 2-input','value', '0.1 0'); 
end; 
if ( u == 1225 ) 
set~param('epm1/Neonate/circulation/S2input','value'. '0.30'); - - 

end; 
if ( u == 1240) 
set-param('epm 1/Neonate/circulation/S2~input'.'value1, '0.10'); 

end; 
if ( u = =  1300) 0 
set~param('epm1/Neonate/circulation/S2input'.'value', '0.30'); 

end; 
if ( u = =  1360) 

set-param('epm 1/Neonate/circulation/S3~hput','value', '0.05'); 
end; 
if ( u == 1420 ) 
set-param('epm 1/Neonate/circulation/S3~input'.'value', '0.20'): 

end; 
i f ( u = =  1540) 
setgaram('epm 1/Neonate/circulation/S2~input'.'value'. '0.10'); 

end; 
if ( u == 1600 ) 
set-param('epm l/Pulse OximeterIMA amplitude'.'gaint. ' 1.0'); 

end; 
if (U == 1660) 
set-param('epm l/Pulse OximeterIMA ampiitude','gam', '0.0'); 

end; 
if (U == 1720) 

set-param('epm 11Pulse OximeterIMA amplitudel,'gain'. '- 1.0'); 
end; 
if (U == 1800) 
set-param('epm l/Pulse OximeterIMA amplitude'.'gain'. '0.0'); 
set-param('epm l/Neonate/respiration/alveoli 02/DC','Input-Values', 'PA02at, 

'Output-Values','SA02a'); 
end: 

i f ( u = = 2 0 0 0 )  
set-pamn('epm 1/N~nate/c~culation/S2~hput','vdue'. '0.30'); , 

end; 
if ( u == 2030 ) 
set-param('epm 1/Neonate/cuculation/S2~input'.'vdue', '0.10'); 

end; 
i f ( u = = 2 0 6 0 )  
set-param('epm 1/Neonate/circulation/S2~input','value', '0.30'); 

end; 
i f ( u = = 2 0 9 0 )  
s e t - p m f  'epm l/Neona&e/circulation/S 2-input'.'vdue', '0.10'); 

end; 
i f ( u = = 2 1 1 0 )  
set-param('epm 1/Neonate/circulation/S2~input'.'value'. '0.30'); 

end; 
if ( u == 2140) 
set-param('epm 1/Neonate/circulation/S2~input','value', '0.10'); 



end; 
i f ( u = = 2 1 7 0 )  , 

set-param('epm 1/Neonate/cuculatiorVS22input1,1vdue', '0:30'); 
end: 
i f ( u = = 2 2 0 0 )  
set-param('epm 1/Neonate/cuculation/S2~input','vdue', '0.10'): 
set-param('epm l/Fi02','vdue','0.35'); 

end: 
if ( u == 2230 ) 
set-param('epm 1/Neo~te/cuculation/S2~input','vdue', '0.30'); 

' end; 

if ( u == 2260 ) 
set-param('epm 1/Neonate/circulation/S2~inp~t'~'value', '0.10'): 

end; 
if ( u == 2320 ) 
set-param('epm l/Neonate/~irculation/S2~input'.'value', '0.30'): 

end; 
if ( u == 2380 ) 
set-param('epm 1/Neonate/circulation/S2~input','vdue'. '0.10'); 

end; 
if ( u == 2440 ) 
set-param('epm 1/Neonate/circulation/S2~input','vdue'. '0.30'): 

end; 
if ( u  = = Z O O )  
set-param('epm l/Neonate/circu htion/S2-input'.'vdue'. '0.10'): 

end: 
if ( u == 2560 ) 
set-param('epm 1/Neonate/circulation/S2-input'.'vduet, '0.30'): 

end: 
if ( u == 2620 ) 
set-pwm('epm 1/Nmnate/circulation/S2~input','value', '0.10'); 

end; 
if ( u == 2680 ) 
set-param('epm 1/Neonate/circul~ion~S2~input'.'value', '0.30'); 

end: 
if ( u == 2740 ) 
set-param('epm 1/Neonate/circulation/S2~input'.'value', '0.10'); 

end; 

if ( u == 2875 ) 
set-param('epm 1/Neonate/circulrtiion/S2~input','vdue', '0.30'); 

end: 
if ( u == 2890) < 

set-param('epm 1/Neonate/cuculation/S2~input','vdue', '0.10'); 
end: 
if ( u == 2905 ) 
set-param('epm 1/Neonate/cuculation/S2~input','value', '0.30'): 

end; 
if ( u == 2920) 
set-param('epm 1/Neonate/cuculation/S22input','vdue', '0.101; 

end; 



i f (u==2935)  
set-param('epm 1/Neo;nate/circulation/S22input'.'vdue', '0.30'); 

end; , 
if ( u == 2950) 
set-param('epm l/Neo'hate/cuculation/S2jnput','vdue', '0.10'); 

end; 
if ( u == 2965 ) 
set-paranfepm 1/Neonate/circulation/S22input','value', '0.30'); 

end; 
if ( u == 2980) 
set-param('epm l~eonate/circulation/~2-m~ut','v&e~, '0.10'); 

end; 
if ( u == 29% ) 
set-param('epm l~eonate/circulation/S22input'.'value'. '0.30'); 

end; 
i f (  u == 3010) 
set-param('epm 1/Neonate/circulation/S2~input'.'value', '0.10'); 

end; 
if ( u == 3025 ) 
set-param('epm l/Neonate/circu bti0n/S2~input'.'value'. '0.30'); 

end; 
if ( u == 3040) 
set-param('epm I/N~nate/circulation/S2~input','value'. '0.10'): 

end: 
i f ( u = = 3 1 0 0 )  
set-param('epm l/Neonate/circulation/S22input','value', '0.30'); 

end; 
i f ( u = = 3 1 6 0 )  
set-param('epm l/Neonate/circulation/S3~input'.'value', '0.05'); 

end; 
if ( u == 3220 ) 
set-param('epm 1/Neonate/circuhtionlS3~input','vdue'. '0.20'); 

end: 
~f ( u == 3340 ) 
set-param('epm 1~eonate/cucuhtion/S2~input'.'value', '0.10'); 

end; 
i f ( u = = 3 4 0 0 )  
set-param('epm l/Pulse OximeterfMA arnplitude'.'gain', '1.0'); 

end; 
if (U == 3460) 
set-param('epm l/Pulsc OximeterfMA amplitude','gain'. '0.0'); 

end: 

sys = u; 
elseif flag == 0 

P 
96 return sizes and initial values 
sys = [1.0,1.1,0,1~; 4 '  

xo  = 0.1: 
else 

sys = [I; 
end 



Appendix C. Closed Loop Initialisation Program 



% Initepm 1 .m - epm 1 .m initialization program 
% Sept. 24,1996 
% run this m-file before running the 
% 
% This model is built from fwo sub-systems, the fvst is the pulmonary model and 
% is based on the pulm1.m file. The second is the blood circuation system. It is 
5% different from earlier versions in that this model uses the Sv02 
O/r value in its control loop. It also uses a default 10% shunt across the lungs to 
% represent the pressure drop there. With the 0 2  consuniption set at about 20% 
% we get Sa02 = 96% and Sv02 = 77% 
5% 
% "epm 1 .mW is a model consisting of the blender. neonate and pulse oximeter 
5% models extracted from files "bend1 .m". "M lam" ,and "pulse1 .m". 

5% the following are global variables that are effected by shunting conditions 
5% = 

% SHUNT-I SHUNT-2 SHUNT-3 
C 

% The following constant! are used with the neonatal pulmon,uy model 
96 
% mouth compartment 
R 1 = 14.62; . 
C 1 = O.OO(Ml13; 
%RI = 1 .O: 
%C 1 = 0.001 : 
Q 1 U = 0.790: 
Q 1 IC = 0.792; 
invC1 = 11C1: 
invRl= 1R1; 

%' trachea compartment 
R2 = 4.825; 
c 2  = 0.00004; 

' - %'R2 = 0.33; 
7 x 2  = 0.002; 
Q2U = 0.160; 
Q2IC = 0.193: 
invC2 = 1lC2: 

5% bronchi compartment 
R3 = 4.385; 
C3 = 0.0001 3; 
%R3 = 0.3: 
%C3 = 0.007; 
Q3U = 0.350; 
Q3IC = 0.494; 
invC3 = 1K3; ,. 
invR3 = 1/R3; 

3 alveoli compartment * 

B R4 = 1.17; 



lo The following constants are used with the pulmonary adult model 
lo 
% mouth compartment 
% R1 = 1.0; 
5% C1 = 0.0013; 
lo QlU = 40; 
lo Ql IC = 40.325; 
% invCl = 11C1; 
% invRl = 1Rl;  

% trachea compartment 
% R2 = 0.33; 
% C2 = 0.004; 
% Q2U = 8; 
lo Q2IC = 9.8; 
5% invC2 = 1lC2; 
% invR2 = 1R2; 

% hronchi compartment 
94 R3 = 0.3; 
5% C3 = 0.01 3; 
92 Q W  = 18; 
5% Q3IC = 25; 
%, invC3 = 1lC3; 
O/r invR3 = lR3: 

5% alveoli compartment 
%, R4 = 0.08; 
5% C4 = 0.2; 
% Q4u = 400; 
%I Q4IC = 508; 
5% invC4 = 1lC4; 
5% invR4 = 1R4; 

L7c 
L7r Rideout's concentration calculations for a 10 compartment model of the 
76 blood circulation system with three shunts - a pulmonary shunt between 
% compartments DPl and DP2 and two right to left shunts between compartments 
lo7and3andOand4 
lo 
% Note that the input and output flows, FP and FA are mall compared to ihe total 
lo blood flow, FB, of the system. FB, for a neonate this is about 16.7 mVs while the 
% rate of 0 2  uptake for a 1.5 Kg neonate is about 0.25 mVs. 
lo 



% See Page 139- 149 of his text and see Simulink program ridesim3.m fir a schematic 
% 
% Compartment 0 => right ventrical (mixing) 
% Compartment 1 => pulmonary artery (mixing) 
96 Compartment DPI => pulmonary capillaries (delay) 
% Compartment DP2 => pulmonary capillaries (delay) 
% Compartment 2 => pulmonary vein (mixing) 
96 Compartment 3 => left venuical (mixing) 
% Compartment 4 => left aorta (mixing) 
74 Compartment 5 => systemic artery (reixing) 
5% Compartment 6 => systemic vein (mixing) 
% Compartment 7 => right atrium (mixing) 

5% Compartment time constants - they should sum to about 9 seconds 
5% Dawson's book was used to calculate the volumes as a function of 
5%, the percentages of adult values. 
O/r 

adult-circulation-time = 40.0; 
neonate-circulation-ti~ne = 9.0; 

5%) time constants are equal to volume/flow 
5%) 
R Volumes in ml. 

global VOLUME-CHAMBER-0; 
global VOLUME-CHAMBER- 1 ; 
global VOLUME-CHAMBER-2; 
global VOLUME-CHAMBER-3; 
global VOLUME-CHAMBER-4; 
glohal VOLUME-CHAMBER-5; 
global VOLUME-CHAMBER-6; 
global VOLUME-CHAMBER-7; 
global VOLUME-CHAMBER-PC-IN; 
glohal VOLUME-CHAMBER-PC-OUT; 

Q neonate values calculated by pro-rating the time constants from adult 
5% values. From neonate time constants, Volume = T*FB 

VOLUME-CH AMBER-0 = 4.68: 
VOLUME-CHAMBER-1 = 9.39; 
VOLUME-CHAMBER-2 = 4.68; 
VOLUME-CHAMBER-PC-IN = 9.40; 
VOLUME-CHAMBER-PC-OUT = 9.40; 
VOLUME-CHAMBER3 = 4.68; 
VOLUME-CHAMBER-4 = 28.22; 
VOLUME-CHAMBER-S = 7.5 1 ; 
VS1 = 15.03: 
VS2 = 15.03; 
VOLUME-CHAMBER-6 = 37.58; 
VOLUME-CHAMBER-7 = 4.68; 
VOLUME-CHAMBER-TISSUE = 30.06; 70 tissue volume 



% 'adult values 
% VOLUME-CHAMBER-0 = 125; 
5% VOLUME-CHAMBER-1 = 250; 
% VOLUMECHAMBER-2 = 125; 
% VOLUME-CHAMBER-PC-IN = 250; 
55 VOLUME-CHAMBER-PC-OUT = 250; 
% VOLUME-CHAMBER3 = 125; 
% VOLUME-CHAMBER-4 = 750; 
% VOLUME-CHAMBER-5 = 200; 
% VS1=400; 
% v s 2  = 400; 
% VOLUME_CHAMB~R-6 = 1000; 

VOLUME-CHAMBER-7 = 125; 
76 VOLUME-CHAMBER-TISSUE = 800; % tissue volume 

% Input frequency 
FREQ = 0.4 17 % neonate at 25 bpm 
% FREQ = 0.60; % neonate value 36 hpm * 

% FREQ = 0.23; % adult value 
PI = 3.14 15927; 
W = 2*PI*FREQ; 
% Amplitude = 3600; O/n neonate pressure amplitude - too high] 
% Amplitude.= 3000; 94, neonate pressure amplitude 
% Amplitude = 2200; 9% neonate pressure amplitude - close but a bit low 
Amplitude = 1200; 96 emulate an ill neonate with Fi02 = 30% +/- 
%Amplitude = 800 % neonate pressure amplitude 
%Amplitude = 1200: 94, adult pressure amplitude 
Offset = - 120: 

Ir' fractional neonatal 0 2  variables 

Ir fractional adult 0 2  variables 
%' 
Ir QlXIC=7: 
% Q2XIC = 2.0: 
Ir Q3XIC = 4.6; 
54 Q4XIC = 83; 

FB = 16.7; $6 blood flow in mllsec. 
'%FB = 100; % adult value 
global MAXX; 
MAXX = 0.224; % max volume of 0 2  per litre of blood 
%PVX = 40: 74 purnonary venous 0 2  pressure. 8 
941 PVX = 45; 
PVX = 35; 
%>Sv02X = 82; 5% used at start-up to remove m s i e n t  



Sv02X = 86; 
PATM = 760; % Atmospheric pressure in mmHg 

% neonate dissociation curve 
PA02= [0.0, 1.1.3.66, 12.8, 18.3,27, 32, 37.40.8, 48, 60, 200. 300. 8001; 
SA02=[0.0,3.0,10, 33, 50, 70.80.85.90, 95. 98.99.5, 100. 1001: 

% pulrncd3.m adult dissociation curve 
PA02a= [0.0,5.0. 10,20,30,40,50.0,60,80, 100, 150,200, 300,8001; 
SA02a= [0.0,3.0, 10, 33.57.74. 85.0.94.96.5. 98, 99.99.5, 100, 1001; 

9% original adult dissociation curve 
%PA02 = [O.O. 5.0, 10, 20, 30,40,50.0.60,80,90, 100, 150,200, 3001: 
%SA02 = [0.0, 3.0, 10, 33.57.74. 82.5, 89.95.96.5, 98, 99.99.5, 1001; 

% Rideout's adult curve 
%PA02 = [O.O. 5.0, 10, 20, 30,40,50.0,60,80,90, 100, 150, 2001; 
%SA02 = I0.0, 3.0, 10. 33.57.74. 82.5, 89.95.96. 98, 99.99.51; 

%' 
% Shunts 
% S 1 represents percent of flow divided by 100% that goes from right atrium 
% to left atrium via the foramen ovale => 0.46 in unborn neonate 
$1 S2 represents percent of flow divide by 100% that goes from right ventrical 
% to aorta via the ductus arteriosus => 0.75 in unborn neonate. 
'3, S3 represents percent of flow divided by 100% that bypasses the lung or 
% goes through un-oxegenated capillaries. 
5% 
% With the addition of shunts, the inpu ows to chambers change, and thus so 
% does the time constant. 
74 
5% Initial or baseline shunts 

P 
C 

96 

global SHUNT-1-BASELINE: 
global SHUNT-2-B ASELINE: 
global SHUN?3,3_BASELINE: 
SHUNT-I -~&~INE = 0.0; 
SHUNT-2-BASELINE = 0.0; 
SHUW&~B&LINE = 0.1; 

global SHUNT-I; 
global SHUNT-2: 
global SHUNT-3; 

$1 Time constants are a function of input flow T = V/F 
'ro 



global FLOW-CHAMBER-0; 
global FLOW-cF~AMBER- 1; 
global FLOW-CHAMBER-1L; 
global FLOW-CHAMBERIS; 
global FLOW-CHAMBER-2; - 
global FLOW-CHAMBER-3; 
global FLOW-CHAMBER-4; 
global FLOW-CHAMBER-5 ; 
global FLOW-CHAMBER-6; 
global FLOW-CHAMBER-7; 
global_l$OW-5-GAIN 

HAMBER-4 = FB ; 
ER-5 = FB: 

FLOW-CHAMBER6 = FB; 
FLOW-CHAMBER-7 = FLOW-CHAMBER-6; 
FLOW-CHAMBER-0 = (1  -SHUNT- I)*FLOW-CHAMBER-7; 
FLOW-CHAMBER- 1 = (I -SHUNT-2)*FLOW-CHAMBER-0; 
FLOW-CHAMBER- 1 1 = (1-SHUNT-3)*FLOW-CHAMBER-1; 
FLOW-CHAMBER- 1 5 = ;  SHUNT-3 *FLOW-CHAMBER-1 
FLOW-CHAMBER-2 = FLOW-CHAMBER-I ; 
FLOW-CHAMBER-3 = FLOW-CHAMBER-2 + (SHUNT-I *FLOW-CHAMBER-7): 
FLOW-CHAMBER4 = FLOW-CHAMBER-3 + (SHUNT-2*FLOW-CHAMBER-0); 
FLOW-5-GAIN = 0.01 *MAXX*FLOW-CHAMBER-1L; 

global TIME-DELAY-PC-IN: 
glohalrTIME-DELAY-PC-OUT; 

TIME-DELAY-PC-IN = VOLUME-CHAMBER-PC-INFLOW-CHAMBER-1; % P u l m o n ~  
capillary delay 
TIME-DELAY-PC-OUT = 1 ;  VOLUME-CHAMBER-PC-OUTFLOW-CHAMBER- 
TO = VOLUME~CHAMBER~O/FLOW~CHAMBER~O; 
T 1 = VOLUMEUMECHAMBER_l/FLOW~CHAMBER~l ; 
T2 = VOLUME-CHAMBER-UFLOW-CHAMBER-2; 
T3 = VOLM-CHAMBER_3/FLOW-CHAMBER-3; 
T4 = VOLUME-CHAMBER-4/FLOWWCHAMBER-4: 
T5 = VOLUME~CHAMBER~5/FLOW~CHAMBERR5; 
T6 = VOLUME-CHAMBER-6/FLOW-CHAMBER-6; 
T7 = VOLUME_CHAMBER-7JFLOW-CHAMBER-7; 
Tt = VOLUME_CHAMBER~TISSUE/FLOW~CHAMBER~5; 

% invert for simulation 
global TIME-CONSTANT-FCOi; 
global TIME-CONSTANT-FC 1 i; 
global TIME-CONSTANT-FC2i; 
global TIMECONSTANT-FC3i; 
global TIME-CONSTANT-FC4i: 
global TIME-CONSTANT-FC5i: 
global TIME-CONSTANT-FC6i; 
global TIME-CONSTANT-FC7i; 
global TIME-CONSTAT*T_Kti; 



TIME-CONSTANT-FCOi = 1m; 
TIME-CONSTANT-FC 1 i = lf l l  : 
TIME_CONSTANT_FC2i = 1E2; 
TIME-CONSTANT-FC3i = 1K3; 
TIMUONSTANT-FC4i = 1m4; 
TIME-CONSTANT-FC5i = 1flS; 
TIME-CONSTANT-FC6i = 1R6; 
TIME-CONSTANT-FC7i = 1fl7;  
T I ~ - ~ O N S T A N T - F C ~ ~  = 1Rt; 

- 96 Tissue comparrment '" 

96 k2Q = 24.4 % OK for-70 kg adult 6 t h  10% pulmonary shunt (S3) 
5% J&O = IT3 * 0.2436: % original value 
k20 ="El3 * 0.10; 
QOi'= vO/VOLUME-CHAMBER-TISSUE - 

.' - 
a -  '% for hi~tograms . 

gbin = [80,81.82.83,84,85.86.87,88,89.90,91,92,93,94,95,96,97.98.99,1(~)]: '* - 

Q 
96 for types of control 1 = manual, 0 = none, PID or Fyzzy ' a , 

global CONTROL,MODE: 
CONTROL-MODE = 0; 

0 .  * 
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